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Three complete novels in the Sam Reilly series!The Labyrinth KeyFifteen years ago, 8-year-old

Ethan Jones watched a stranger bury something in the mining ruins of the Rhyolite Desert,

Nevada.Even at his young age, he knew what he’d just seen was important.In present day, a

US Navy SEAL takes refuge in a secret chamber beneath the ancient streets of Syria and

discovers an unusual stone artifact, like nothing he’d ever seen before.When news of the

discovery reaches Sam Reilly, he is forced to return to his past, where his search for the

Master Builders originated – and complete a mission he’d hoped could have stayed unfinished

forever.The Obsidian ChamberIn A.D. 79, Mount Vesuvius erupted and a small girl raced for

her life along the cobblestone streets of Pompeii. She needed to survive. She needed to tell

someone what she had done so that it could never happen again…In present day, while Sam

Reilly is on a mission to locate the long-lost shipwreck of legendary explorer Ernest

Shackleton, a strange code begins to circulate on the internet. It purports to have the answers

to some of the world’s most complex engineering and algorithmic problems.The US

government’s brightest minds are racing to be the first to break what has the potential to be the

most powerful code on Earth.And the most dangerous.Shangri-LaAn ancient order concealed

in shadow.A hidden battle that’s raged for millennia.A secret meeting of unimaginable

significance.Shangri-La. For generations, few people have known whether that mythical

paradise was real, or just a legend.But now a clandestine assembly between some of the most

powerful organizations on the planet has been called, and Sam Reilly must disentangle the

truth from the myth……and there are dangerous people who will go to any length to keep

Shangri-La’s secrets buried.
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Key: PrologueRhyolite, Nevada – Fifteen Years AgoEthan Jones held his breath and listened in

the dark.It was a quarter past seven in the morning and he knew exactly what he was going to

do. What he didn’t know, was why he felt compelled to do it. Call it childhood bravado, peer

pressure, or just plain stupidity… it didn’t matter. The fact was, if he was caught, his old man

would try to kill him. If he was lucky, it would be the leather strap. Hard to kill a boy like that in a

fit of rage. He would draw plenty of blood, but even so, would struggle to kill him. No, the

greatest risk was that his father would lash out and simply beat him to death with his fists.

Either way, one thing was certain – he didn’t intend to get caught.The silence was finally

interrupted and he was rewarded with the sound of the screen door closing on the timber

frame, followed by his father’s heavy boots treading on the well-worn porch steps. The eight-

year-old subconsciously held his breath, waiting for the shriek of the pickup truck’s ancient

hinge and the subsequent rifle-shot report as the heavy door slammed shut.He listened to the

sweet music of the V8 motor rumble to life, signaling his reprieve, exhaling long and slow with

relief. Stones crackled under the tires as the truck turned and pulled away from the house. He

pictured the truck moving up the track toward the road and waited until he heard the motor race

as his father planted his foot on the accelerator, driving up the main track toward the

highway.After the sound came and went, he left the relative safety of his room and tip-toed to

the kitchen. From there, he peeked through the cloudy old window, looking for the tail of dust

heading south toward Beatty. A microscopic smile creased his lips. He was finally alone. At his

age, a single night could seem like a lifetime; especially when his father was drinking – which

was always.Suddenly aware of his empty stomach, he headed for the almost-antique

refrigerator. The old timber boards creaked under his feet, despite his attempts to step around

the noisy spots in the floor he’d memorized over the years. He pulled the heavy snap handle on

the Kelvinator and gazed at the space where food should be. Plenty of liquids clinking in there,

but nothing to satisfy his hunger. The only non-alcoholic item was a giant glass bottle of orange

juice, which he took from the door. On tip-toes, he awkwardly poured some into a small glass,

making sure to leave plenty behind. He took down a packet of Saltines from the larder and

removed a few from the box.As he ate, he focused his gaze on the light coming up from

between the floorboards beneath the table, trying to see the stones and sand under the

kitchen. He could feel the heat rising up from there already, warm against the bottom of his

bare feet. He knew today, like most days, would be hot as hell. He also knew his father wouldn’t

be back until midnight at least, because today was Saturday – his favorite day of the week.

Optimism flooded through him and his thoughts turned back to where they’d left off, gaining

traction as the fog of deep sleep slowly lifted.Ah yes, the pistol!He made himself finish eating

before heading to his father’s bedroom. He crossed the room and stopped to listen hard, just to

be sure. He double-checked the distant view again. Nothing. Just the constant buzz of a million

flies, going about their business, and the glare of the Death Valley sun – already shimmering

off the stony surrounds.He crossed the forbidden threshold of his father’s room.The point of no

return.Get caught from here on in and his dad would make him pay with blood.The smell of five

thousand alcoholic snores still hung thickly in the musky, stifling air. The moth-eaten



translucent drapes hung limply from the curtain rail, the same dirty white as the other fabric in

the room. Odorous singlets and socks here and there, beer cans on the furnishings, mashed

cigarette ends in the overflowing ashtray on the nightstand.He grinned.It was the nightstand

that held the prize.Ethan knelt down beside the bed and pulled open its wooden drawer. It sat

on the side of the bed where his mother used to sleep, years ago – when she was still alive.

Her side had been the closest to the door. Some part of him ached to be able to creep to her in

the night, as he once had, and be received into her perfumed embrace.In the open drawer, to

Ethan’s relief, the bundle was sitting exactly where his father had left it. He was sure it had not

been disturbed. He could smell the faint scent of machine oil over the camphor sweetness of

the timber, and memorized again exactly how the package was positioned in the drawer, with

part of the oil emblem visible on the t-shirt rag in which it was wrapped.Again, he paused a

beat and listened.All clear.It had been long enough now, he decided, that his father would be

too far from home to make it worth returning for some forgotten item. He took up the bundle

and laid it upside down on the yellowed sheets of his father’s bed. He unwrapped the parcel

and stared at it. A treasure. An item of real power. A Colt Lawman .357 Magnum revolver. A

police gun. He ran his finger over the writing inscribed on the burnished black barrel.He read

out loud, “LAWMAN MARK III.”He traced his pointer finger down the barrel, over the chamber

and felt the indented inscription of the pony standing passant on the front of the timber stock.

He grabbed up the weapon and weighed the steel and wooden pistol. It was heavy in his small

hand. He loved the feeling of the gun in his grip. He thumbed back the chamber lock and tilted

the weapon, feeling every bit an expert as the cylinder tumbled open.He knew the gun was

empty but checked it again – inspecting the barrel and chamber, then flicked the chamber

closed. With reverence, he gently cocked the two-stage hammer and eased the revolver

through its firing cycle. He squeezed the trigger but controlled the grip-top of the hammer to

stop it from flying forward and damaging the precious firing pin in a dry fire.At eight years of

age, Ethan had read every gun review he could find on Google at the school library computer,

and he knew this weapon well. He knew his father’s example was old and worn, but as reliable

as any gun ever made. He left the packet of .357 rounds in the drawer – to be certain that his

father didn’t notice any were missing – and bundled up the t-shirt rag again – making sure to

replace it in the exact position he’d found it. Perhaps it would pass a cursory inspection if his

father was drunk enough. He shoved the revolver in the back waist of his jeans, pulled his shirt

down over it, and headed for the blinding light of the day outside.The hot blanket of the Nevada

day enveloped him as he stepped out and onto the porch. He brushed away the instant fly

strike and eased the door closed silently, always the opposite to the way his father did things.

He headed out back to the barn where a box of long forgotten .38 Specials lay in a tub and

picked it up, stuffing it in to his back pocket. In the distance he heard his best friend, one of the

few neighbors they had, named Joshua Rowe, admonishing his little sister, Mia, about walking

too slow.Ethan grinned.He knew they would be at his house soon, just like every Saturday.He

popped out into the sun from the dark barn, squinted and shielded his eyes, gauging the

distance of his friends. No time to load the weapon now, he decided. He could surprise them

later. He whistled at the two children walking single file up the drive, and they changed course

toward the barn. Ethan started walking north, away from the homestead, and they picked up

their pace to catch up to him.“Where are we going?” Josh called. He was the same age as

Ethan, but smaller in stature, and had always looked up to him.“Montgomery Shoshone!”

Ethane called over his shoulder, not giving any quarter.“Wait up!” Josh pleaded. “The mine?

Why?”Ethan stopped walking and turned to face the two smaller children, now about fifteen

yards away and scurrying to catch up.“Let’s go shoot some rats!” he said, pulling the gun from



his waistband and holding it aloft like a starter’s pistol.“We’re not allowed down there,” said Mia,

before sticking her thumb back in her mouth to quell the rising anguish she felt having spoken

aloud to the bigger, meaner boys.“Don’t be a stupid baby!” Ethan snapped back. He turned and

looked directly at the boy, excluding the little girl with his body language. “C’mon Josh, let’s

leave your sister here if she’s gonna be such a baby.”“Where’d you get the gun?” Josh asked,

his eyes wide and transfixed by the weapon.“What, this?” Ethan replied, pointing the pistol

straight at the boy who instantly cowered away. Ethan hovered, enjoying the power differential

for a few moments “Don’t worry, it’s not loaded.” With a smirk of condescension, he added, “Not

yet, anyway.”“You got shells for it?” Josh asked, trying to regain his composure.“Yep. 38

Specials. Whole box of ‘em.” Ethan said. He pulled the weighty shells from his baggy jeans’

pocket and handed them to the smaller boy, who was now completely under his power. He

watched in delight as Joshua chastised his little sister, attempting to hurry her along as he set

a pace for the forbidden mine shaft.Joshua and Mia followed along with Ethan, through a

chain-link fence marked ‘No Entry!’ and on into the complex of huts adjoining the abandoned

mineshaft. They approached a gateway leading into the shaft itself and Ethan pushed on the

protective wire gate, forcing a small opening. “Hurry up, ya babies!” he yelled back at Josh and

his little sister. He noticed the girl was some distance behind, her attention diverted to one of

the nearby derelict huts adjoining the mineshaft entrance.“Felix!” she called out, “Hey

Felix!”Ethan watched a small black and white cat trot over to the girl. It arrived at her worn out

old cowboy boots, mewled, and swirled around her legs until she bent over and patted its head.

It was a scrawny looking thing; he felt instantly overtaken with contempt for the creature,

revolted by the girl’s attention as she cooed, kneeling down, trying to cuddle it.The cat was wily

and slipped from her grasp, preserving its freedom as she clumsily grabbed at it in kindly

pursuit. The little girl giggled and chatted to the cat, stroking his back and playing along. The

whole display annoyed Ethan to no end. He stepped away from the mineshaft entry and moved

toward the approaching boy.“Hand me those bullets,” he commanded Josh, his hand

outstretched.Josh could see what was on Ethan’s mind but acquiesced, despite his dread, and

passed over the box of shells. “Ethan, please don’t.”“Who’s your friend?” Ethan called to the

little girl, ensconced in her play with the little cat.Without looking up, she called back, “This

here’s Felix. Best mouser in all the land!”The cat had returned to his position a short distance

from the girl, leaning in to get the most pleasure from brushing up against a wood and stone

hut. It leapt, chasing a grasshopper, playfully stalking its prey.“I hate cats,” Ethan said quietly.

He fixed his attention on loading the cartridges ruefully into each chamber, allowing a wicked

smile to creep across his face.Josh said, “Ethan, please don’t. She’ll tell for sure.”“Looks like a

feral to me!” Ethan called out. “I’d suggest you hop out of the way, Mia.”Without hesitation he

raised the pistol, braced his arm, aimed, and squeezed off a round. A spout of dust kicked up

right next to the cat who froze, hunkered down and flattened its ears back for a moment, then

with a flick of the tail, continued on with its mission. Ethan raised the pistol again, and this time

aimed directly at the cat.Mia, who had been frozen in terror, lurched into his field of fire, trying

to save the cat. “Felix! No!” she screamed. This snapped the cat into action, and it bounded off

along the siding.Ethan tracked the cat as it jumped and sprang along the building. He brought

another round from the pistol, just in front of the cat, who in turn bucked wildly, suddenly aware

of the danger as the shot rang out and kicked up the dirt in front of it.He was laughing now,

enjoying the thrill of his newfound power.The cat paused again, its head cocked, trying to

determine where the shots had come from. Mia was screaming at the cat to run.Josh steeled

his resolve and said, “Hey, that’s enough, Ethan… it isn’t funny anymore!”The cat suddenly got

the idea and started running away.Ethan leveled the barrel of the Lawman III, his eyes



squinting as he narrowed in on the target.Mia ran for the cat, bravely and stupidly placing

herself between the shooter and his target. Josh, realizing what was about to happen, grabbed

up his little sister, restraining her from running after the still-moving cat. He lifted her up from

behind and she kicked out, arms squashed against her waist in his grip.Ethan was vaguely

aware that she was screaming.He returned his eye to the gun’s sight; slowing himself down by

holding his breath, then exhaling with deliberate control. The cat was drawing near the edge of

the building and Ethan pushed the muzzle to aim a half a foot in front of its head and gently

squeezed. The gun felt completely weightless in his grip as the thrill of the moment consumed

him. The round exploded from the gun, sending a small mound of dirt up into the air. The cat

screeched and ran off, disappearing into the disused mine shaft.“Felix!” the girl screamed,

following after the stray cat.Ethan started laughing at the sight…Josh turned to him, angry now.

“What the hell is wrong with you? You could have killed it!”“So what if I did?” Ethan replied. “It’s

just a stupid feral cat. There’s a million of ‘em around this town.”Josh looked at his little sister,

then back at him, defiant, red-faced in the heat, chest heaving with ragged breaths, nearly

silent.Ethan realized he needed to make this easier on Josh if he didn’t want the littler boy to

tell on him. “I actually didn’t mean to get the damned thing, okay? I was just messing around.

I’m sorry.”Behind them, Mia looked pleadingly at her brother and said, “I wanna go home.”Josh

wavered, his eyes darting between his sister and best friend, unsure of what to do. His face

twisted in a hardened grimace, certain that either option was going to make him unpopular with

someone. He frowned and said to Ethan, “We’d better go home. I can keep her from talking,

but not if we make her stay here any longer.”Ethan nodded. A slight twinge of fear overcoming

his bravado. If she talked, he was a dead man. He nodded. Looked at the little girl and said,

“Come on, Mia, we’ll take you home.”Mia remained silent, but her eyes locked with his in

blazing vehemence.Ethan shrugged. “I don’t know what the big deal is. It was just a feral

cat!”Josh went to pick his sister up to carry her, in a rare display of brotherly affection.A tail of

dust billowed upward in the distance.Josh’s eyes narrowed. He yelled, “Hide! Someone’s

coming!”Ethan stared at the motorcyclist riding hard.In a level voice, set to avoid revealing the

fear that was rising, he said, “It appears we have a visitor.” *Mia’s lips turned upward in a

malicious grin.She almost hoped they would all get caught. That would serve her brother and

Ethan right. She imagined it being Ethan’s drunken father. The man would go ballistic. He

would probably beat the lot of them halfway to death. It would be worth it, just to watch Ethan

suffer. She glanced at her brother who stood shoulder to shoulder with Ethan, staring at this

new threat. She hated Ethan, and she hated her brother for always siding with him. Their

neighbor had always tormented her, and the cat was just another example in a long line of

insults from the boy.Ethan turned his attention to her. “What the hell are you smiling

about?”She placed her hands akimbo, her face plastered with a rueful smile. “I told you, we’re

not supposed to be here! You’re gonna get into big trouble!”“Shut up!” both boys yelled at her in

perfect unison.She desperately wanted to run home, to be home, away from this frightful

situation and out from under the tyranny of her brother and his friend. She knew it was

hopeless, though. They weren’t allowed to be behind the wire fence and which was now a

football field away, plus a stranger was coming in fast, and there was nowhere to go.“I’m going

to hide in those bushes!” she called to her brother as she ran to a nearby stand of saltbush and

dried out looking trees, ducking down as low as she could go and peering out. The boys

tumbled in after her and all three of them looked out toward the road, listening to the incoming

engines.Mia recognized the howl of a small motorcycle engine being thrashed out in front of a

much bigger car motor, and the three kids jostled for space in the saltbush cover as the two

vehicles came into view up the dirt road.The motorcycle was a trail bike, being ridden hard by a



man without a helmet and out in front of a black Chevrolet Suburban; the kind she’d seen on all

the cop shows. The SUV was closing in on the motorcycle and as he rounded the trail head, he

hit a deep gravel rivulet and lost the motorcycle out from under him.The rider tumbled a few

times, making her think that he might be dead… before he sprang up and started running,

glancing now and again over his shoulder, but headed directly for the stand of bush in which

they were hiding.Mia could see the man’s face strained with the effort of running, his clothing

filthy with dirt and his arms bloodied from the fall to the gravel. The huge car now easily caught

up with him and he slowed to a stop, defeated. He leaned down, stiff-armed and elbows

planted on his knees, breathing hard. He was looking directly at the copse of vegetation where

they were hiding, his face a painful grimace.The man glanced directly into the bushes at

her.Mia's heart slammed in her chest and she felt as though she might vomit. The man's

piercing blue eyes seemed to drill through the bushes as though they weren't there at all. The

little girl stifled a shriek, and instantly received a pointed elbow to the ribs from her brother. The

black SUV stood idling behind the man, dust still swirling behind it. The front doors opened,

and two pairs of office shoes crunched onto the gravel.“Hands behind your head, interlace your

fingers and get on your knees!” commanded the officer exiting the passenger side, his pistol

trained on the man from between the open door and SUV cab.The man slowly stiffened to his

full height, and arranged his hands as directed. He stared directly in to the bushes, as though

deep in thought. His expression was neutral, relaxed, as though he wasn't alarmed – just

calmly waiting for things to play out. Mia noticed his breathing had become entirely controlled,

and he stood completely at ease.Mia slowly looked to her left and saw the two boys kneeling

beside her, peering through the gaps in the thick scrub, transfixed by the drama unfolding

before them. They breathed quickly with mouths open, silently, unmoving.“I said get on your

knees!” the passenger-side agent yelled, slowly moving to flank the man, keeping his distance

and pistol aimed.The man turned to look at the agent to his left but didn't move to obey the

command to kneel. A show of defiance. The second agent walked up behind the man,

holstered his weapon and took a plastic zip-tie from his coat pocket. He roughly applied the tie

to one arm and then moved the man's hands down behind his back and bound his wrists

together. The agent reefed on the new yoke and kicked at the man’s knees from behind, forcing

him into a kneeling position.“Like I said, on your knees, soldier.” He redrew his weapon and

aimed it at the back of the man's head, execution style.“I'm sorry it has to end like this for you.

I know what you've been through.”Mia's heart pounded in her chest; she wondered if the other

boys could hear it as the blood coursed in her ears.The man raised his voice, speaking loudly.

“You're not going to kill me here.”“Oh yeah? Why's that?” replied the executioner, sneering.The

man spoke with confidence, “Because whoever's hiding in that bush over there is going to

witness it. They've got your Secret Service license plate and have seen your faces. Even if no

one believes them, there will be an investigation – and we all know the president can't afford

that right now.”Both agents seemed to waver for a moment, and then directed their attention to

the scrub. The man at the side kept his handgun pointed at the prisoner but turned his head

and looked directly where Mia was hunkered down in the long grass.The Secret Service agent

looked directly at her.She spotted the recognition behind his sunglasses.This time there was

nothing she could do. A loud scream issued from deep inside her chest before she could do

anything to stop it.“Quick!” the agent yelled. “Go silence her!”*Ethan saw the man to the side of

the prisoner take off running and bring his firearm up to bear upon the scrub. The fear and

dread that had rooted him silently to his hiding spot was replaced by a rush of adrenaline that

stood him up. He noticed the man's jacket was apart and his tie was flapped over his right

shoulder as he closed the distance between them. Ethan watched the agent's shoulder as he



turned the gun toward him and caught a glimpse of a flash before the snap of the round

passed by him, causing his ears to ring.Ethan raised his own pistol without hesitation, leveled

the barrel at his attacker, and squeezed the trigger, emptying the barrel of its remaining five

rounds. Each of the bullets found their target, center mass, tearing through the agent’s white

shirt. Each point of impact blossomed red, morphing quickly from bullet holes to blotches.The

agent, still running, went down and crashed face-first into the dirt.As his mark dropped, Ethan

saw the prisoner push up and back hard, from his kneeling position, and smash his head

backward with force, causing a violent collision with the other man’s chin. The would-be killer,

off balance, issued a round from his own pistol which went high and wide as he fell backward,

but still managed to graze the prisoner's shoulder as he’d turned to stand up completely.The

prisoner, recoiled by the round’s impact, reacted quickly and launched himself forward,

unleashing another blow from his head to the man's face, with this one delivered squarely by

his forehead to the bridge of the other man's nose. The middle of the man’s face instantly

erupted in a gush of blood.The armed man went down hard, landing flat on his back.Without

hesitation the prisoner was on him, planting a desert boot firmly against the man's throat. The

downed man squirmed and gagged for a time, arching his back and kicking out in a futile

attempt to resist. When he was finally still, the prisoner stepped back, his chest heaving from

effort. With his forehead streaked by the other man's blood, he shook his head slowly – as

though remorseful of what had happened.Ethan was disturbed from the scene in front of him

by the sound of movement. He turned, tracking his empty weapon toward the commotion

behind him. Mia was still screaming in a high-pitched wail and Ethan caught a quick glimpse of

Josh as he picked her up and ran. Apparently running for their lives, he watched as they

headed in the direction of their homestead, nearly a mile away.He looked back and saw the

stranger was walking toward him. “You may as well come out now kid!”Ethan was suddenly

glued to the spot where he stood.The visitor grew closer, Ethan got a better look at him. He

was tanned, well-built but lean, and wore cargo fatigue pants over the top of desert boots. He

had about a week’s growth of beard and scruffy, brown, short wavy hair. His t-shirt was torn

and filthy, and a bandanna hung loosely around his neck – the man looked like a Special

Forces operative, about three months into an operation.The visitor stared at him with sharp,

piercing blue eyes. With a smile at the corners of those eyes he turned and presented his

bound wrists to the boy.Wriggling his fingers, he asked kindly, “Little help?”Ethan shoved the

pistol into the waistband of his jean shorts and took his folding buck knife from his pocket. He

approached the man and confidently sliced the zip-tie binding his wrists.“Thanks,” said the

visitor, rubbing his wrists.“Your shoulder's bleeding,” Ethan said, matter-of-factly.“Just a scratch

luckily,” the man answered with a wince as he touched the deep graze, gently oozing blood at

one end. He took his bandanna from around his neck and wiped his face, then expertly

wrapped the wound on his upper arm.“We should call the police,” Ethan said, his attention

straying to the two bodies lying in the red dirt.“I think that would be an exceptionally bad idea,”

the man answered, not unkindly. “You and I just killed a pair of federal agents. What do you

think will happen if we call the police?”Ethan thought about that for a second. He had grown up

on the crappy side of every place he'd ever lived. He knew exactly how it would go – it would

end badly. “Well, what should we do?”“I think you should go to the trunk of that SUV and bring

out the two shovels inside over here, so we can bury these men.”“How do you know there are

shovels in the truck?”The man made a wry grin. “Because they were supposed to be used to

bury me.”*Together, the two dug into the hard, red earth.Ethan watched the man work with the

shovel. He was strong and persistent. He showed the boy how to use the tool properly and for

some hours they toiled, barely exchanging a word. The shadows were long on the land when



the man helped him climb out of the hole, six feet deep at least.“You want to go get us some

water?” the man asked. “Take your time if you need to.”The boy quickly made for the house, his

limbs aching from effort. He was filled with relief that he wasn't going to have to help move the

bodies. He had been dreading confronting the corpses all day.Who was this man?What had he

done to the secret agents for them to want him dead? Should I be afraid of him?He filled a

canteen from the house and drank the warm tap water deeply. He hadn't noticed how parched

he was until that moment. He refilled it, intending to take it to the man, but leaned against a

tree – sitting for a moment.When he opened his eyes, he knew he had slept. Fear bolted

through him and he jumped up. It was nearing dark, and the sky was ablaze with pink and

orange, the last of the daylight.He found the man sitting on the ground. Nearby the dirt was

slightly darker – the only sign of their handiwork. Ethan knew that by mid-morning tomorrow,

there would be no sign of the hole in the soft red dirt.He sat down next to the man and handed

him the canteen. The man still glistened with sweat and smelled of work.“I thought you'd left

me,” the visitor said, taking the canteen gratefully. He opened it and drank back most of the

contents in one long draft. He offered the boy the last bit, Ethan shook his head and the man

finished it off to the last drop. “Thanks,” he said, and tossed the boy the tin canteen.Ethan just

stared at him in silence.The visitor asked, “Did you hear what they said to me?”Ethan,

mesmerized by the fact that he’d killed and buried a man today, couldn’t find the strength to lie.

Instead, he nodded. “A little.”“So now you know the lengths they would go to keep their

secret.”“Yes, sir.”“And I don't need to tell you the lengths they would go to keep you quiet.”Ethan

had already witnessed the lengths that they would go in order to keep someone silent. “No,

sir.”“Good.”The man groaned with effort and stood.He withdrew a metal container the size of a

cigarette box from his cargo pocket. He showed it to the boy. It was small, but robust. It seemed

weighty in the man's palm and had an insignia on the top, something ancient. The boy stared

at the picture for a moment, it depicted an intricate maze – and at the center, a single three-

dimensional stone in the shape of a key. The boy hoped that he was being shown something

that wasn't going to spell his own imminent murder.The man walked a short distance to where

two large boulders stood beside the stand of low trees and scrub where the children had

hidden, hours before. Ethan knew them well. He had climbed both and searched the distance

many times, being that they were the tallest things around the area.The two stones stood side

by side, like two opposing tips of matching icebergs.At their base, the man dug into the dirt

again. He weighed the tin in his hand for a moment, and then, as if decided on something,

threw the box in the hole and quickly covered it up. Ethan relaxed. He figured the man probably

wasn't going to kill him, after all.He looked the boy straight in the eye and knelt down. Ethan

held his gaze but said nothing. The visitor asked, “Do you think you could find this place again

if you needed to?”“Sure.”“Are you certain?”“I said I could, didn't I?” Ethan answered, his normal

cocky attitude starting to return.The man's face was set hard, but his deep blue eyes showed

intelligence and kindness. He leaned toward the boy and spoke slowly, seriously. “All right, now

you’d better listen.”Ethan nodded, dumbly saying, “Sure.”The visitor continued. “Someday,

hopefully a long time from now, I'm going to die. God willing, it will be at home in my own bed. If

that day happens to come along sooner than I hope, it's going to be on the news – in fact, it's

going to be big news. If that happens, I want you to come back here and dig up that case.

Inside it is a computer hard drive. You know how to use a computer, right?”“Of course.”“Right.

So, make two copies. One of them, send to the Washington Post and the other, to the New

York Times. You keep the original. Got it?”Ethan's curiosity overcame all his anxiety. He felt like

an accessory now, a co-conspirator – no longer the fearful boy. “What's on the hard

drive?”“Secrets.”“About what?”“Something that needs to remain secret for the time being, but



one day, must come out.” The soldier looked hard at the boy. “Whatever happens, you must

swear to me you won't ever open that case until I'm dead. If you do, both of us might as well be

dead already. You understand?”“Yes, sir.”“If you ever hear of my death… dig it up and mail it

that very day. You got it?”“I got it.”“No matter what.”“No matter what,” the boy echoed.The visitor

stared at him, his expressive blue eyes searching, as though they could read him. They

leveled, and the man seemed to accept Ethan’s promise. He clasped him on the shoulder.

“Good man.”The visitor rose to his feet and walked to the black Chevrolet. He reached in and

started the motor, then looked over the cab from his position standing at the driver's open

door.As he climbed in, Ethan jumped up and ran to the vehicle. “Wait!”“What is it, son?”“How

will I know if you've died?”“You’ll hear about it. My father’s worth a lot of money. He has a lot of

friends in Congress. He’ll make a big thing about it all… so you’ll hear about it… and when he

does, you’ll come back here and dig this up and do as I’ve asked.”Ethan nodded. “Sure… but I

don't even know your name.”The visitor grinned. “My name’s Sam Reilly.”Chapter OneIk Kil

Cenote, Yucatán – Present DayBirds called in the dense jungle canopy, their clear back and

forth echoing against the high stone walls that surrounded the jungle pool, sunk almost one

hundred feet below the surface of the earth. High, high above, just a sliver between the

treetops, gleamed a blinding piece of Mexican sky. Once, centuries ago, the Mayans had

looked up from just this place, at the same piece of sky.Trailing vines reached from the opening

at ground level all the way down to the clear water. Huge black catfish swam lazily below the

surface like guardian denizens, their whiskered faces occasionally breaking the still water in

their endless quest for something edible. Waterfalls tumbled from the high stone walls,

breaking from some hidden wellspring deep inside the rock to cascade, splashing, into the

pool.It looked like a perfect postcard, a tranquil jungle pool, hidden and pristine.But it wasn’t.

This place held secrets.Below the surface of the water, a vast maze of tunnels snaked off from

the pool and deep into the earth, like arteries spreading away from a heart. The water coursing

through them was the lifeblood of the land, here. But none of that was visible. Not here.A

carved stairway descended from ground level, clinging to the smooth edges of the cenote, but

the stairs themselves were empty at the moment. The steep stairs had once been used by the

ancient Mayans centuries ago, as citizens made their pilgrimage to the pool for both recreation

– and deadly ritual.The cenote of Ik Kil was considered sacred by the Mayans, who used the

site for human sacrifice to Chaac, their rain god. Jewelry, gold, and bones had been excavated

from its deep water by archaeologists and specialists. Who the bones had belonged to was a

more complicated story. The pool rarely gave up her secrets without a fight. It was a mystical

place, full of history and violence.The man sitting on the swimming platform was here today for

neither ritual nor recreation and yet perhaps there were, in fact, elements of both. His blue eyes

trailed the still surface of the pool, unbroken by any movement other than the occasional

catfish on the prowl and the splash of the cascading waterfalls. The man wiped the sweat off

his brow as he waited. The oppressive jungle heat seeped into his pores and the scent of earth

and water clogged his throat. It felt thick enough to drink.Then, there. Was that a ripple? The

man watched harder. As he did, a dark shape swarmed upward, cutting through the clear

water’s depths. It appeared to be bigger than the catfish, but not by much.A man broke the

surface with a gasp, shaking water out of his hair and wiping it from his eyes. He wore no more

dive equipment than a mask and snorkel, having descended to the depths to meet them on

their own terms. When his vision cleared enough to make out the man on the platform, he

frowned, blowing spray. He swam over and clung to the side. When he pushed himself up into

the sun, startlingly warm on his chilled skin, his muscles bunched and gleamed. “Well?” he

asked, hauling himself out onto the platform, trying not to drip on the waiting man or his



equipment. “Any news?”Sam Reilly grinned and assessed his soaking, breathless friend.Then

he dug in his pack and handed Tom Bower a towel. “He’s here.”Chapter TwoThe sun blazed on

the scrubby road as Sam and Tom arrived topside.Tom was still toweling his hair with his shirt

and raised his eyes at the sight that greeted them. “Doesn’t exactly travel light, does he?”A

small convoy of three black Jeep Sahara Wranglers stood at the ready alongside the scorching

Mexican road. The last Jeep in the convoy was towing a small hyperbaric chamber, a not-so-

gentle reminder of the risks when SCUBA diving uncharted, and labyrinthian, underwater cave

systems.Sam squinted into the bright sun in appreciation – the gleaming black caravan made

an imposing, sexy front of machinery. The impressive vehicles looked built to withstand – and

return – cartel gunfire and Sam wondered exactly what their host’s connection was.The Jeeps

were dusty from their trek through the unforgiving landscape, a stark contrast to the man who

waited outside, hands tucked in his pockets with his simple cotton shirt hitched up outside

them. He chatted amiably with people Sam could barely see – the flat, rugged faces of local

laborers, built for hard lives and long stories and as much a part of the land that surrounded

them as the rugged stones and spiky yucca sprouting from the thick jungle carpet.Sam

reflected that Tom might have a point, but it didn’t matter. He’d rather be over-prepared than

under, and even if it was a show to impress them, at least it looked like they were dealing with

a man who knew what he was doing.Sam shrugged and hitched his bag higher on his

shoulder. “He’s the one in charge. Not everyone’s got lungs like you.”He started forward with a

wave and the man’s face broke into a wide smile; his bright white teeth sharp and startling

against the canvas of his deeply tan skin.“Mr. Reilly!” the man called out, his hand outstretched,

and starting forward through the jungle.Sam took it with familiarity, and said, “Armando! It is

good to see you, my friend.”The man was roughly the same height as him, their eyes meeting

level. Though they had exchanged many emails and several phone calls in the past few

months, this was the first time they’d met in person and Sam was struck by the man’s

commanding presence. He was well built and with a no-nonsense awareness that made Sam

think he’d spent some time in the Mexican army; most likely before going off to college and

diving into the ancient history of the land he’d been raised in. He’d dedicated his life to

unearthing its secrets.He and Sam shook hands firmly, warmly. The man transferred his steely

grip and his bright smile to Tom. “Armando Ayala,” he said, looking Tom square in the eyes.Tom

returned the gaze, a brief smile on his lips. The man was a renowned historian and

archeologist that specialized in Mayan artifacts. Sam had spoken highly about him on multiple

occasions. “Tom Bower. Pleasure to finally meet you.”Sam started to hitch his bag higher, but a

local was already collecting it from him. He relinquished it with a shrug of thanks. To Tom, he

said, “Armando has spent the last ten years sifting his way through thousands upon thousands

of the four hundred and fifty-year-old Mayan testimonies recorded during the Spanish

Inquisition.”Tom’s brows rose. “Sounds like… enlightening reading. Not light, though.”Armando

laughed, an easy sound. “No, not light reading. How much do you know about the history of the

conquest of South America, Mr. Bower?”Tom slanted a glance at Sam and raised a sardonic

brow. “I know they came in search of gold, as much as land. The quest for El Dorado took them

deep into the Ebook Tops, but the mythical city was never found.”Sam scratched his neck and

held in his laugh. He still had a small pouch of golden pearls he’d taken from the Tomb of El

Dorado, back in his house in Oregon.“Actually, they were after much more than gold and arable

land...” Armando explained. “The conquistadors wanted power. They wanted economic

supremacy. And there were a bunch of heathen natives taking up space, getting in the way. In

the 1700s, the Spanish hold on the continent was shaky and needed to be solidified. Since

money proved a questionable means of motivation, they turned to something much more



reliable – violence in the name of religion. The conquistadors’ priests put South American

‘heretics’ on trial and forced them to divulge the locations of their temples of worship, where

they celebrated their pagan beliefs.” Armando’s lips tightened. “And once those heretics had

‘confessed’ under pain of death, most of them were killed anyway and their holy places

destroyed.”Tom shook his head in solemn regret. “The Spanish weren’t the first to use religion

to forcibly achieve their goals, but it certainly looks like they perfected it.”“These people were

my ancestors.” Suddenly the Mexican grinned. “But they were a clever bunch, and rumors of a

mythical place lived on. Of the gateways to the gods, Elysium, Xibalba.” He glanced between

Sam and Tom. “You’ve heard of these gateways?”Sam spread his hands. “Just what you’ve

sent me. I confess, I was totally ignorant before that.”Armando’s smile slanted. “What about

you, Mr. Bower?”“You might want to refresh my memory. Sam filled me in a little bit about the

project, in terms of the technical diving required, but nothing about the history.”Armando

gestured to the Jeeps which waited like panting panthers in the sun. “Shall we retire to

somewhere more comfortable? There is water in the car, and some refreshments.” He’d noticed

Tom’s damp hair, Sam’s sweat. “And, they are air-conditioned.”Sam allowed a smile to crease

his lips. “Sounds good.”They settled inside the roomy Jeeps.Armando said something in gunfire

Spanish and the driver handed him two bottles of sparkling water from a cooler between the

front seats. Armando passed them out to Sam and Tom, who accepted with thanks. The bottles

were followed by wet wipes, and the scent of disinfectant mingled with the scents of sun and

dust. After wiping his hands, Sam finished half his bottle of water before wiping his mouth.Sam

said, “I’m sorry, I’m not used to this heat.”“She’s a brutal Mother, Mexico,” Armando said with a

smile.“Tell us more about this Xibalba.” Tom turned to the historian, getting down to business. “I

did a quick free dive into the cenote, but I wasn’t really sure what I was looking for. Beyond an

entrance, I didn’t see much.”“Some people think it’s in Guatemala. Others think cave systems

in nearby Belize are the entrance to Xibalba. But they’re wrong. It’s here. Here in the Yucatan.”

He smiled. “In some Mayan legends, the Milky Way is viewed as the road to Xibalba. It was a

holy place for the ancient Mayans, a place of sacrifice, death, and rebirth. Riches

unimaginable. Incredibly valuable from a historical standpoint as well as in terms of treasure,

such as gold, silver, and breathtaking jewels.” He straightened his cuffs. “I’ve dedicated my life

to finding it, once and for all.”Tom raised his brows. “Have you had any luck?”Armando laughed.

“Yes, actually. Persistence pays off in treasure hunting, as I’m sure you know. There were

originally three specific locations that I believed might lead us to Xibalba – and a fortune in

gold.”Sam leaned forward, water forgotten. “Where were they?”Armando’s eyes gleamed. “In

the North Yucatan Peninsula. We’ve ruled out two of them already.”Sam’s breath quickened

and he settled back, pulling at his collar in the heat. “Leaving just the one, correct location? Is

that it?”Armando spread his hands with a soldier’s talent for self-deprecation. “That’s what I’m

hoping.”But Tom was frowning. “If you know where it’s located, and you know how to get to it,

why bring us in at all? Not…” he added, rubbing his nose, “that I’m complaining. I’m just…

confused.”Armando grinned, rueful. “Because it’s a lot harder to reach than we, meaning us,

are capable of reaching,” he admitted, glancing at the driver through the partition of the Jeep.

The man said something in Spanish and Armando laughed.Tom’s brows rose. “Oh yeah? How

come?”Armando smiled. “Because it would take a world expert in cave diving to reach.” He

glanced between them and the Jeep rumbled to life without their being asked. “You want to

know what Xibalba is, gentlemen. It’s much simpler to just show you.”Chapter ThreeThe Jeep

jerked and rumbled over the deserted roads.The flat landscape stretched for miles, blending

into the horizon in a wall of heat shimmer and haze. Sam peered out the window, glad of the air

blowing past them. With the windows open and the air-conditioning on full blast, the



temperature inside was almost tolerable. He loosened his collar in the wind.Armando noticed

his gaze and smiled. “Ah, yes… the Yucatan. Flat and barren. We’d be crazy to look for

anything hidden, here. But that is what Xibalba wants you to think. Just as certain butterflies

camouflage themselves to look base and unappealing, this land also hides her secrets.”Tom

wiped sweat off his brow. “I’m sure she does.”Armando gestured out the window to the shrubby

pale dirt. “Below the earth spreads a hidden life-web that has determined the direction of

human settlement on this land for thousands of years.”Tom swigged from his bottle of water

and wiped his mouth. He gestured with it, toward the landscape framed by the Jeep’s window

opening. “You mean the water table?”Armando winced at hearing it described so crudely. “I

suppose you could say that. I’m referring, of course, to the vast network of underground rivers

and cenotes.” He turned to Sam with a gracious gesture. “We’ve spoken about them, Mr.

Reilly.”Sam wracked his brain, feeling like an idiot. “You’re talking about the maze of linked

cenotes?”Armando laughed. “Not ‘see-notes’. It is pronounced ‘say-NO-tay’. From the Mayan

word ‘d’zonot’, which means ‘water hole’. These days, it can refer to any subterranean chamber

that contains permanent water, underground lakes, pools… while some of them are singular,

many are caves filled with pools and linked by underwater passageways or sometimes

sinkholes, where a cave ceiling has collapsed. A bridge between the surface and all that lies

below.” Tom’s brows rose, and Sam knew he was recalling his recent free dive site. He ran his

hand through his still-damp hair, as if feeling it anew. Armando saw it and nodded. “The

Mayans considered cenotes to be sacred spaces – entrances to their underworld. More

specifically, to Xibalba, home of the gods, abode of one’s spirit after death.”“But where did they

come from?” Tom asked, gesturing toward the arid landscape. “This place doesn’t exactly

look… moist.”“It doesn’t now. But time changes all things. Millions of years ago, the Yucatan

peninsula was actually a sprawling coral reef.” Sam stared in disbelief at the dust thrown up by

the Jeep’s passage over the rough road. “During the last ice age, the water levels dropped,

exposing the reef. The coral died and the jungle invaded.” Armando gestured dismissively to

some unknown location. “You can still see coral fossils inland – far inland. They’re quite

common.” He shrugged, and then continued despite their skeptical faces. “Centuries of carbon-

matter build up created the forest floor you stand on today, but beneath, massive cave systems

were formed as the coral dissolved. They’re spectacular, and if you have the time, you should

visit them. Well.” His face changed. “What’s left of them, anyway.”Sam blinked. “What’s left of

them? Why? Are they in danger?” He knew that Mexico was wracked by fault lines much like

California, and it wasn’t impossible to imagine how such a fraught topography could wreak

havoc on a delicate system of caves.But Armando shook his head. “No, not in the way you

think. And in some cases, what’s ‘left’ of them is actually a good thing.”“How so?”“You see,

many of the caverns have already collapsed. When the ice age ended, the caves flooded as

sea levels rose. The water levels you see now leveled off around a thousand or so years ago.

Give or take a few hundred. Scientists have carbon dated artifacts found in some of the caves

in this area back almost ten thousand years.”Tom let out a low whistle. “Wow.”Sam leaned

forward, his elbows on his knees, his instincts and interest, piqued. Things were starting to

make sense. “And you think that Xibalba is in one of these cenotes?”Armando spread his

hands. “It is the most likely scenario.” His smile quirked. “Cenotes have been having something

of a moment recently, in the scientific community, which is what made me think of it. In the past

decade, archaeologists have found everything in their depths- from ancient, fossilized remains

of camels, to giant jaguars.”Tom sputtered a laugh. “Camels?! Are you serious?”“Among other

things… mammoths, sloths, horses… The flora and fauna were very different here, ten

thousand years ago.” Armando continued. If he found Tom’s interruption elementary or



objectionable, he had the grace to hide his distaste. “Human skeletons have also been

discovered, with some being the oldest found in the Americas to date. All of these treasures,

once thought lost, were found in underwater cave dives.”Tom shot a glance at Sam, looking

suddenly uneasy. Sam recognized a person girding his sensibilities to the often-messy facts of

history. “They found people in there?” He shook his head. “You go off to the water hole and you

fall in, hit your head, and… Man. Rough day.”Armando laughed. “More than you know. Apart

from human remains, they have found many artifacts not native to the area, which suggests

they were brought in from the outside because they had value. Wooden artifacts, for example,

that would not have otherwise been preserved. Weapons, idols, tools, jewelry, jade, textiles…”

He waved his hand. “But that’s not the most interesting part. The fascinating thing is, many of

these objects appear to have been intentionally damaged before being thrown into the

underworld – as if the sacrificer was killing the object before it was sacrificed.” He paused to

gauge their expressions. “Even the humans.”Sam’s brow furrowed in thought, but he wasn’t

surprised. They were Mayans, after all. “Human sacrifice?”“Yes. It’s undisputedly true that

certain cenotes contain large numbers of human remains: male, female, even young children

and infants.”Tom stared. “Children? Infants?” His lips twisted in disgust. “That’s

barbaric.”Armando held up his hands, neither defending nor condemning his ancient ancestors.

“Most people imagine the Mayans flinging beautiful women into the pit of hell, but research

shows it was more commonly young men – young men who were either purchased or captured

while their parents were working in the fields; warriors captured in battle; or even high-born,

young nobles captured during conflicts with neighboring clans. They were usually killed prior to

being thrown into the cenote.” His lips quirked. “But not always.”Tom folded his arms. “I still think

it’s barbaric.”Armando’s eyes widened in surprise. “You were a warrior, from what Sam tells me,

and your country fully supports the death penalty. This is the same thing.”“But they’re criminals!

These people were executed for the gods!”Sam jumped in. “And Christians have done terrible

things, too – the Crusades, the inquisitions…” He shook his head. “Better not to get into a one-

upmanship of ancient cruelty. Better to just be glad we weren’t born back then.”Tom squirmed.

“Just weird to think I was diving in someone’s grave and had no idea.”Armando shook his head.

“History is brutal, but it is not all doom and death.” He smiled at Tom. “Don’t worry, Mr. Bower.

The Mayans didn’t fling people to their deaths in all the cenotes. Only in certain ones. Others,

purely recreational or domestic.”Tom laughed but didn’t sound convinced. “That’s a relief.”Sam

leaned back against the leather seat as he processed this. “So, you think the Mayans only

believed that certain cenotes led to the underworld? And you’ve found a few of them? Or at

least the most promising ones?” He trailed off as Armando continued to watch him put the

pieces together. “Maybe I’m off on something. I assume Xibalba was one of those sacred,

sacrificial ones?”Armando just smiled as the Jeep veered left and they headed south, out of

the glare of the sun, and Sam felt the temperature cool immediately. Tom, on the right side,

wiped his face again and shifted away from the window. Armando’s smile grew, slightly.“What

do you know about the Chicxulub crater, gentlemen?”Sam folded his arms. “That it was one of

the most important geological discoveries of the twentieth century. It changed the course of

history.”Armando glanced at Tom, a practiced lecturer giving everyone in the class a chance to

prove their mettle. Tom shrugged. “What he said.”Sam glanced at him in surprise. “You don't

know about the Chicxulub crater?”Tom rolled his eyes. “I wouldn’t even know how to spell

it.”Armando laughed. “Don’t worry, Mr. Bower. Most people don’t, despite the fact that it has

found a fairly prominent place in science.”“By all means. Enlighten me.”“Geologists discovered

that a distinct difference in fossil assemblage noticed first in the nineteenth century actually

occurred instantaneously- a record of the extinction of most of the species on Earth. Most



notably the-”But Tom was already nodding, seeing where this was going. “The dinosaurs. Right.

I got it.”Sam shook his head, frowning. “That’s great and established. But what does it have to

do with Xibalba?”Armando glanced out the window. “That’s a little more complicated. Most

scientists think this mass extinction was caused by the impact of a seven-mile-wide bolide.”“A

seven mile what?” Sam asked.“A bolide is an extremely bright meteor, and which, when it

comes to earth, creates an exceptionally large impact. The word comes from Greek, meaning

“missile”.”“Ah.” Tom nodded. “So, we’re talking about a comet the size of a small city.”Armando

smiled. “You do know your history. So you also know the story: the bolide hit Earth in the

northern Yucatan; its impact blasted massive amounts of debris into the atmosphere. This

debris cloud blocked the sun, and without the sun, plants couldn’t photosynthesize, other living

things could not survive, et cetera, et cetera.” Armando spread his hands, an academic

enjoying a predictable lecture’s surprise twist. “They also believe it created a two-mile-high

tsunami and generated enough heat to set forests on fire.”Sam and Tom gaped, and Armando

chuckled. “But, as impressive as those facts are, they do not concern us. What concerns us is

that the Chicxulub crater is the result of this bolide – this comet’s impact.”Sam shook his head,

unable to stop from thinking about the current state of the planet. Humans constantly

underestimate the raw power of nature and how much they do not understand. “God bless

global warming.”Tom glanced at Sam, as if concurring. “So it’s this impact that made the

caves? The network of cenotes?”Armando shook his head. “No, but there is a link. When the

comet collided with Earth, it created a fault, a fracture line, around the impact crater. It is this

fracture which interrupted- and continues to interrupt- the flow of the groundwater, diverting it

up and around the fault line so that the water must find its way back down. It does so by

dissolving the porous limestone strata and that is what has created the system of cenotes that

is of interest to us.”That made sense to Sam. He imagined the water trickling back through and

added it to his growing repository of subterranean geographical knowledge. “That makes

sense.”“What is of even more interest to us is that there is a second boundary fault intercepting

the groundwater. Most of the geologists I have spoken to dismiss the theory, but I have spent

the past ten years testing it and it is irrefutable. Whereas the first created caves and cenotes

reach the surface, the activity of this fault, instead, PREVENTS the water from rising, and

pushes it deeper, widening the openings and drilling them much farther underground – into

hell.”Sam looked at Armando. “You think the ancient Mayans built Xibalba along the fault line at

the end of this tunnel system?”“No.” Armando leveled his gaze at Sam. His voice, in the hot,

dusty Jeep was low and reverent as they rumbled over the dry ground. “I think this tunnel

system is Xibalba.”Chapter FourThe Pyramid of the MagicianThe caravan of Jeeps sped down

the road while inside, Sam tried to process everything he had just heard. It was a lot to take in.

When Armando had contacted him last month, he’d known the man was smart. What he hadn’t

realized was that he might be crazy. Sam scratched his ear. Yes, there were undoubtedly caves

running through the water table in Mexico, and yes, there were undoubtedly interesting artifacts

to be found in those caves. But the gateway to hell… the mythical land of Xibalba?He always

thought better when staring into space, so his gaze migrated toward the window quite naturally.

The slightly tinted windows of the Jeep shaded the bright sky beyond.There, a magnificent and

unexpected sight caught his eye and for a moment he didn’t quite know what he was seeing, in

the way that truly awesome edifices tend to do when one comes upon them without

warning.“Whoa!”It was not the most eloquent of reactions, but it was honest. Armando glanced

at him in surprise. “What is it?”“Exactly.” Sam pointed out the window. “What is that?”Beyond,

set like a jewel in a ring of jungle, rose a magnificent four-layer, stepped pyramid, visible high

above the treetops. The ancient, worn steps betrayed its age, moss-covered and pocked with



time. From this distance it looked like it had magically appeared out of the jungle, as if it’d been

here since the beginning of time.Armando followed his pointing finger, saw where he was

looking and smiled. “Ah,” he said. “That, Mr. Reilly, is the Temple of the Magician.”Tom leaned

far across the back of the seat to see where Sam was looking. “My god,” he said, sounding

awestruck. He leaned closer and Armando gestured to the driver, who slowed. “It’s huge.”Sam

grinned as the view of the huge structure slowed and stalled in the middle of the tinted window.

As the tint on the window lessened under the shade of the sun, the structure came clear. “Not

exactly subtle, is it?”“It’s actually even bigger than that.”“Bigger?!” Both Sam and Tom swung to

stare at Armando, who smirked a bit. “You must be joking.”Armando shook his head, amused

by their reactions. “The Pyramid of the Magician is actually just a piece of the ruin complex of

Uxmal. You can’t see the rest of it from the road because of the trees, but there is more. Uxmal

was one of the largest ancient cities in the Yucatan.”“Largest meaning, how many?”“Well, not

large compared to today’s standards. But a city population of twenty-five thousand, especially

in AD 600-1000, was a lot of people.”“What does it mean? Uxmal.”Tom was unclear whether or

not Sam was merely trying to make a good impression on their guide or really didn’t know the

meaning. Armando replied, “Uxmal means 'thrice-built' in the Mayan language. It probably

refers to the number of layers in El Adivino.”“I thought that meant fortune teller,” Tom said.Sam

looked at Tom in surprise. “How do you know that?”Tom looked sheepish, shooting a glance at

their companion, not wanting to set himself in a bad light. “No reason.”Sam grinned. “Come on,

Tom. How do you know the Spanish word for fortune teller?”Tom glared at him and folded his

arms. “I had a bad encounter in Tijuana one summer, all right? Best not to get into it. Let’s just

say that that word is about all I remember.”If Armando found Tom’s explanation infantile, he

kept it to himself. “The name comes from a Mayan legend. According to one version, a

magician god named Itzamna constructed the whole pyramid in one night, using only the

strength of his magic. Another tale holds that it was not a god, but a boy ‘not born of a woman’.”

Armando shifted his glance between them. “Perhaps you’ve heard the tale?”Both Sam and

Tom shook their heads. Armando gestured to the driver to pull over, allowing them to idle on

the side of the road to soak in the majestic view of the temple as the tale unfolded. They were

both spellbound by Armando’s delivery; the man was a born storyteller.“Long ago, an old crone

lived here, in a hut. It was just jungle then, with a small village. She was a witch, mourning

because she had no children. She wanted one, so badly. Finally, not knowing what else to do,

she took one of her hen’s eggs, wrapped it in a blanket, and nestled it in the corner of her hut.

She tended it daily until finally, a small creature hatched out of the precious shell. It was like

nothing she’d ever seen, but it was a baby nonetheless, and she was overjoyed.“The woman

called the creature her son and took good care of it. Within a year it was walking and talking

like a man. She was very proud of him and told her son to challenge the King to a trial of

strength. Her son didn't want to go, but he loved his mother and so he brought his challenge to

the king. When the guards presented him to the king, the king ordered the half-sized man to lift

a stone that weighed a hundred pounds.”Sam grinned. “Probably as much as the half-sized

man weighed?”“That’s what he thought. He returned home to his mother, crying, whereupon

the witch told him to tell the King that he would lift the stone, but only if the king would lift it first.

He must have proof that it is not an enchanted stone. So the dwarf returned and told the King

what his mother had said. The king was amused and, being quite a strong man, proceeded to

lift the stone easily. The dwarf then did the same. The king was nervous… and tested him with

other feats of strength. Each time the king performed first and the dwarf matched it.“The king,

furious that he was being beaten, told the dwarf that he must build a house higher than any in

the city or he would be put to death. The dwarf begged his mother for help – he was a little



irked at her, as she was the one who had gotten him into this situation, but she told him to

simply go to bed, to trust her, and to not lose hope. The dwarf did so and upon waking the next

morning, found this pyramid,” he gestured to the window, “the Pyramid of the Dwarf, completely

finished and taller than anything else in the city. AKA, the Pyramid of the Magician, and Casa el

Adivino.”Sam asked, “What happened when the king saw it?”“Well. When the king saw the

building, he summoned the dwarf, intent on putting an end to this upstart once and for all. The

dwarf must now collect two whole bundles of Cogoil wood – very strong, very heavy – for the

king to break over his head. If the dwarf survived this torment, he could have his turn to break

the wood over the king’s head.”Tom said, “Good for him. King sounds like a real…”Sam nudged

him and Tom shut up.“Certain he was not going to survive, so certain, in fact, that he was going

to be flattened like a pancake- the dwarf ran to his mother, who again told him not to worry and

gave him a magic tortilla to put on his head for protection.”He spread his hands and continued

his tale with the practiced cadence of a man for whom storytelling had been bred into since

birth. “The trial was held in front of the entire city, most of whom were enchanted by this plucky

dwarf and eager to see the results of the confrontation.”Sam smiled. He had an interest in

stories with heroes who beat the odds. “What happened?”“Of course, the King broke one

whole bundle over the dwarf’s head, with great flair, but it failed to injure the smaller man.”“Of

course it didn’t.”“The King knew he was in trouble. He longed to bow out, but he could not lose

face in front of his subjects. So what else could he do? He told the dwarf he could have his

turn.”Sam stared at the Temple of the Magician outside the window. Even though the story was

just a legend, it was easy enough to believe these events had in fact taken place inside it. He

could almost hear the roar of the crowd.Sam leaned forward, amused. “Well? Don’t keep us in

suspense!”Armando laughed. “The dwarf beckoned the king to kneel so he could reach, which

was humiliating enough. The first crack of the stick across his head made the king see stars;

the second split his skull. The people cheered, and the dwarf was hailed as the new king.”Sam

laughed, satisfied with the tale. He suppressed a smile, his eyes meeting Armando with

genuine curiosity. “Was he a good one?”Armando shrugged. “Legend says he was the

best.”For a moment they sat in silence, and Sam wondered exactly why Armando had told

them the story, amusing as it was. There had to be more than a history lesson in there. Was it

possible that they, Sam and Tom, were going to be going up against an equally, seemingly-

impossible foe for which they would have to rely on wits- not cleverness? It certainly seemed

possible. The Mayans were portrayed as being brutal warriors, but people always forgot just

how advanced- and intelligent- their civilization actually was.Armando redirected their gaze to

the imposing structure. “All of the reports I’ve found in my research indicate that Xibalba is

meant to be beneath a great temple – with the temple sending people to heaven, while the

cave system beneath, sent them to the underworld of hell.”Sam stared at the massive temple,

imagining what might lurk in the depths beneath. The spell of the story still filled his thoughts,

and the growl of the idling car created a thrumming background that made legends seem

entirely possible. “The entrance to Xibalba is in there?” he asked. “Underneath the Temple of

the Magician?”Armando glanced at the driver and the car sputtered as the driver hit the gas

and began to move again. The historian settled back into his seat and straightened his pants

as outside, the temple receded from view. “No, Mr. Reilly,” he chided gently. “What would make

you think that? The entrance to Xibalba is on a nearby farm.”Chapter FiveThe farm was lush

and green, full of bougainvillea and oleander rioting in colorful splotches among yucca and

jacaranda trees. The caravan of Jeeps swung into a long drive, passing pools and fountains.

Whoever lives here is loaded, Sam thought.Armando read his thoughts. “This was the house of

a local magistrate,” he said. “Rather a brutish man, and not too smart. He’d had no idea he was



sitting on something so valuable.”Sam laughed. “And I’m sure you don’t plan on telling him. He

must have asked some questions, though. Why does he think you’re here?”Armando shrugged.

“I never told him. What I did was get a friend of mine on the board of the Yucatan Department

of Urban Development to unearth an inconsequential item of arcane historical importance

attached to this site.” He grinned. “I don’t even know what it was, and I probably couldn’t

remember it even if I did. It took some persuasion, but he eventually sold the land for a song.”

Armando shrugged his shoulders nonchalantly, “Everyone walked away happy. His large ego

was sated by some vague promise of something or other. I promise you both, he slept like a

baby that night; no doubt, visions of the family name dancing beneath bright, glitzy lights

rotating in grand fashion, blasting the face of an inscribed memorial stone out front, forever

memorializing his sacrifice in preserving our country’s historic past.”Sam’s brows rose as they

traveled over the lush paradise and a massive house emerged from the greenery. In the

distance, he saw mango groves march over hills, like soldiers in the sun. “You own all

this?”Armando shrugged modestly. “Well. Now I do. It will take years of excavation, you see. I

didn’t want to deal with bureaucracy at every turn.” He glanced at their faces and raised his

own brows. “You must agree it was the simplest solution for all involved, no?”Tom shot Sam an

unreadable look. “Right.”As the locals unloaded the gear necessary for the dive and prepared

to carry it through the jungle, Sam sat on the patio with Tom and Armando. Even from several

yards away Sam could hear the workers shouting at each other in an unintelligible Spanish

dialect while they unloaded the diving gear from the Jeeps. Piles of equipment had been

plopped on the dusty ground and now rested hazily under their own unhurried, settling dust

cloud. Sam couldn’t help but feel a pinch of gratitude at the shade offered by the patio’s broad

portico overhead as he observed the laborers toil; muscles ripped and dripping with sweat,

ferrying load after load of equipment from point A to point B, all beneath the Yucatan’s

relentless blaze. And, Sam thought, in second-hand tank shirts, no less. He couldn’t help but

shake his head in admiration.While Tom and Armando discussed the transportation of the

heavy equipment and who would carry the heaviest equipment, Sam held his glass of horchata

and stared into the foreboding tree line of the jungle, thinking about the trip ahead. The

memories of the last jungle he had been in superimposed themselves over this scene and he

swore he could feel the wind rushing through his hair as he parachuted from that ancient

plane, the bullets whizzing by inches from his face...“Did you hear that? Sam?”Sam snapped

out of his trance. He knew that voice. He turned to Tom. “What?”Tom sighed with the patience

one would expect from a parent explaining the same thing over and over to a curious child.

“Armando was explaining that we will have to make the dive one at a time.” His gaze revealed

nothing and for a moment Sam wasn’t sure he’d heard correctly. “Without partners.”Sam

cringed at such a thought. Diving alone? That would be absolute suicide. In any normal

SCUBA dive, it was critical to have a diving partner. Without one, you could go down and get

stuck in seaweed or have an equipment malfunction, and with no help you’d stay down there

forever, a skeleton amongst the foliage. Not only had Sam heard horror stories of cocky and

careless divers drowning as their tanks detached or they got stuck in a tight squeeze, he also

had stories from his own personal experience. He and Tom had gone on countless SCUBA

dives, both together and with other partners. There had been more than enough instances in

which neither of them would have come out alive if they had gone in alone, and even

considering going in alone chilled Sam to the bone.Their gaze met without the need for

words.Tom turned to Armando. His tone echoed that of the academic’s tone earlier in the Jeep-

a man who knew his corner and knew it well. A tone spared from being labeled condescension

by politeness, and politeness alone. Sam knew the anger was spurred by fear.“Armando, you



have to understand, dives are actually very dangerous alone. According to the United States

Marines, almost twenty percent of divers-”“Please.” Armando held up his hands. “I know the

stats and I know that it is not without risks. But I have sent men down in these caves, or caves

like them, three times before. And trust me – diving in these caves, having a partner with

you…” He looked at them straight, as if he wished it were different. “This only endangers both

parties. I speak from experience.”For a moment, no one spoke as they considered their

options.Finally, Sam shrugged. “I’ll go, Tom.”Tom shook his head stubbornly. “Fat chance. If

there’s an emergency, you get stuck or worse. Just no way…”“I’ve got less chance of getting

stuck than you.”Armando broke in, hands raised to deter an argument. “It is a question of

space, gentlemen. You must understand that some of these crevices are extremely narrow, and

the likelihood that you would be able to help one another in such an event… say, for example,

you, Mr. Reilly,” nodding toward Sam to illustrate his point, “make it through a narrow crevice

successfully. You beckon Mr. Bower, here, who is much broader than you, forward. Because of

your prowess, you think you can manage. He gets stuck. Not through any fault of his skill,

simply because of his size. And then…” He spread his hands, helpless. “He can’t get out and

now, Mr. Reilly, you are stuck in the chamber beyond.” He looked at them levelly. “You must

consider which benefits outweigh the risks.”Tom set his chin. “At least you’d have company

when you go.”For a moment, they sat in silence. Sam had been around enough dying men to

know that the company of a friend sometimes made all the difference in the world.Armando

tilted his head and Sam wondered again if he’d had military training. “Yes,” he allowed, finally.

“That is true. You would have company.”Sam turned to him, running a hand through his hair.

“There are no other options?”“No,” replied Armando. “As I said, there are portions of the tunnel

that are very narrow – ten inches, even a foot in diameter, and we’ll all be endangering

ourselves if we clog the system up with bodies.”Sam considered this carefully, yet he knew that

Armando was right. They would have to make the dives individually.“All right, we’ll go

separately,” conceded Sam.Armando smiled, triumph fierce behind his eyes. Tom snorted, but

Sam saw the gears turning behind his eyes, too. Finally, Tom got to his feet. “I’d like to see you

dive with SCUBA gear while getting harpoons shot at you by the Italian mafia, Mr. Ayala,” he

said. “Or get out of Dragon Cave by yourself.” He jerked his thumb at the men loading up the

trucks. “You need me, I’ll be helping out while I can.”Sam laughed. Low morale was dangerous

morale. “I guess you’ll be taking all the SCUBA tanks out of the truck yourself!” he called

after.Tom turned, glowering. “You bet your ass I will!”“Really? How much would you say my ass

is worth?”“Guess we’ll know when you haul it up out of hell.” Tom scratched his forehead,

fighting a grin, and Sam knew he was seduced by the thrill of the chase. “Guess it should be

worth at least a couple of bucks.”Armando laughed, and Sam got the sense he knew exactly

what Sam was doing. His estimation of the man rose when he said with a wink, “Oh, a couple

of bucks? I wouldn’t bet on that. Sounds like a lot.”By now the conversation had taken a joking

turn and the locals had gathered around, watching the exchange with amusement. Though

they spoke minimal English, it was clear they understood the dynamic.Tom scoffed. “How about

you carry these tanks through the jungle, Mr. Reilly? I’m sure your enthusiasm will make them

feel like little pillows.”Sam’s laugh was interrupted by a shout from the overseer, who gestured

at the loaded Jeeps.“Everything off. Time to go.” The broken words would have sounded terse

and unfriendly from anyone else, but the man’s beaming face and friendly tone proved that it

was merely the language barrier – he was proud to show off his English skills to these

foreigners. He glanced inquiringly at Armando and said something in Spanish. Then he rubbed

his fingers together in the universal sign for money.Tom and Armando looked at each other and

burst out laughing.Sam brushed his hands. Mission accomplished. All the equipment had been



unloaded during their bickering. Sam couldn’t help but crack a smile, despite his anxiety at the

perilous trek awaiting them. He’d faced perilous treks before- they both had, and a good team

made up for quite a bit.Trekking through a jungle with diving equipment was a lot easier said

than done. Tom and Armando had formed a temporary alliance and forced Sam to lug all three

tanks. However, as the humidity levels went through the roof and the mud got thicker the

deeper they traveled into the jungle, the carts the two had opted to use to pull instead of carry

the tanks dug deep into the ground, grinding them to a halt.Sam had never been much of a

tree-hugger. He was more interested in beating the jungle and getting to the treasures it hid,

but it was impossible not to be intrigued by the new types of plants and insects that he saw

everywhere. He looked to his left and there were exquisite flowers in shades of violet to green,

with endless variations of numbers of petals. He looked right. A tree towered above him,

branches reaching to the sky and shielding their skin from the harsh rays of the

sun.Occasionally, Armando would hold his arm out, stop the group, and stab a surprisingly

wicked-looking knife into a seemingly random tree. He would then stick a wooden spigot into it,

like a cork into a wine keg. After a few moments, water would begin dripping out like a leaky

faucet. How Armando found the right kinds of trees, Sam had no idea. Tom and Sam had both

learned trail craft in the Marines, and it had served them well on a number of occasions during

deployment and after. But this was a whole other level – these were not skills acquired and

filed away because someday they might be useful. This was the locals’ everyday life; and their

motions reflected this bone-deep familiarity. Of course they knew the ins and outs of the

jungle.As he trudged forward, Sam suddenly realized that he no longer had to fight the vines to

stumble through. Was the jungle clearing up? Sam looked up hopefully. “Hey.” He reached out

and tugged the shirt of the nearest man who hoisted a SCUBA tank on his head like some kind

of science fiction crown. “How much longer?” At the look of incomprehension, he mangled a

sentence he wasn’t even quite sure was Spanish.To Sam’s dismay, the local laughed in a bright

show of teeth that reminded Sam of those flowers. He waved his hand into the distance, again

and again, his meaning quite clear: ‘We’re not even halfway there’ gesture. The hand dipped,

then, demonstrating a motion like a plane coasting in for landing. The man grinned and

slapped Sam’s arm in encouragement. Don’t worry, Sam interpreted, the next part’s all

downhill.A regular hiker would have sighed with relief at the notion of an easy downhill climb.

Sam knew better. Downhill treks, especially on a dense jungle floor full of vines, leaves, and

other tripping hazards, were the most dangerous part of any jungle hike. His worry was tripled

by the fact that each hiker was carrying just about his own body weight in gear. The three

empty air tanks hanging from the ropes he’d slung over his shoulder had already started to

take its toll, and the prospect of gravity increasing on them weighed his heart, too. His muscles

burned with every step, the unyielding plastic fibers digging into his sweaty t-shirt. There was

no way he could keep going, at this rate. From what he could hear, it wasn’t much better for his

friends either. They were panting like dogs in the humidity. Sam plopped himself down on a

rotting log off to the side and practically threw the tanks off his back and into the mud, relieved

to have them off.Sam said, “Guys, I call time. Let’s take a break.”Tom, having similar thoughts,

set his equipment down next to Sam’s. As the duo watched the rest of the group stumble down

what seemed to be a near vertical hill while bantering effortlessly back and forth with the ease

of people who do this all the time, Sam suddenly noticed something.“Hey, who is that new

guy?” He pointed.Tom stared blankly, trying to home in on whatever Sam’s finger was pointing

at. “Where?”“Over there. There. The guy carrying less stuff than anyone else.” Sam tried not to

sound annoyed but, if the man had room to spare, he’d be happy to share.Tom scanned the

group, searching as the team stopped to take a break in a distant patch of shade. Sam



watched as the man in question took a lengthy drink from his water bottle.“Oh, he’s the doctor.

An anesthesiologist. Apparently Armando isn’t taking any chances with the team’s safety on

this expedition.”“We have a doctor?” Sam’s brows rose. “I don’t know if that makes me feel

better or worse.” He squinted. There is nothing about this man that indicates his profession, he

thought. As he watched, jealous, he put his water bottle away and took out a sandwich,

devouring it in a matter of bites. Sam’s stomach growled.He rubbed his hands on his pants to

cover it up and pushed to his feet. His body groaned in protest. “Hey, let’s go. We don’t want to

get left behind.”As Sam and Tom resumed their downhill climb, Sam quickly realized that

although the locals were slow, they were faster than he or Tom could ever hope to be. By the

time he reached some level ground, he was panting. Armando, waiting for him at the base,

seemed barely out of breath.“We’re here,” he announced. Without looking back, Armando

plowed through a wall of bushes and disappeared.Sam and Tom glanced at each other,

shrugged, then followed.Sam tripped over a few thick roots that were sprouting one on top of

the other and lost his balance when the gear on his back shifted, causing him to tumble hands-

first into the bushes Armando had slipped through. It was not the graceful entrance he’d have

preferred, but the foliage easily gave way; almost as if it wanted Sam to see what was on the

other side.The first thing that caught his eye was the brilliant radiance of the pool before him.

Sam had witnessed such amazing shades of blue and green only once in his lifetime. At the

Tomb of El Dorado. This time however, it was nature’s work and not centuries-worth of gold

piled up. The colors almost appeared layered; the middle depths cast in deep shades of navy

and the edges a marvelous turquoise. The pool was surrounded by reeds, like a crust and

forming a barrier several feet wide. This natural barricade would have to be traversed with care

prior to entering the water. Doable but, even still, something itched at the back of Sam’s mind.

Something felt off.“Are you sure this is the right place?” Sam asked tentatively. “Sure, it’s

beautiful and all, but it looks like the cover of a travel brochure for South America more than

anything else. What’s so special about it?”Armando opened the map gripped in his right hand

and made a show of squinting. He turned the map this way and that, then checked it against

the pool. “Yep. This is the right place.”Tom’s forehead furrowed in puzzlement. “This is

supposed to be the entrance to the Highway to Hell. I expected something more dramatic than

this. Something… sulfurous, at least.”A local spoke up, speaking as his focus shifted between

Sam, Tom, and the cenote. Sam raised his brows. “Translate?”Armando wiped his face with a

handkerchief and pocketed the large square of fabric. “He says that it might look normal, but it

is very special.”“Disguise.” The local drew his thumb across his forehead, serious.

“Xibalba.”Sam considered the pool in a new light. Well, that made more sense, at least. “He’s

saying they left it unmarked for a reason?”The local seemed to understand. “Not special.

Seems. Conquistadors not…” He shrugged, unable to find sufficient English but Sam got the

picture.“I guess that’s as good a solution as any.”Armando grinned. “So good it has remained

hidden for centuries.”“But you’re sure this is the right place?”Armando’s voice hardened. “That’s

what we’re hoping you’ll help us determine.”Tom was eyeing the pool with an engineer’s trained

eye. “Where’s the opening then?”Armando shook his head after a subtle nod toward the locals.

“They refuse to go under, and they refuse to dive. The entrance is down there, but where,

exactly...”Sam was beginning to see why they’d been called in after all, as the local who’d

spoken earlier lowered his chin and spoke fearfully, “Cannot risk. Cannot find. Curse.”“A curse,

eh?” Sam looked at Tom who, despite his words on the patio, seemed to eye the crystal water

the same way some men look at boats and cars. “I guess we’re gonna be the guinea pigs.” He

laughed. “You want to go first?”Tom jumped at being caught longing and then grinned

sheepishly. Dropping all pretense, he shared what Sam had already read on his face. “You bet



I do!”Chapter SixTom looked down at the inviting crystalline waters below, the slight breeze

disturbing the surface of the pool and sending out ripples that went on endlessly in the

calmness. If he closed his eyes, he could imagine himself relaxing all alone at the community

pool on a scorching August afternoon, enjoying the water as the pool emptied during the hourly

break.The journey to Xibalba would be long and arduous. From what Armando had told them, it

would take every bit of his maximum dive time of three and a half hours to reach and return. To

improve the odds, he would dive using a closed-circuit rebreather system.He opened a large

duffel bag and laid out his Dräger Closed-Circuit Oxygen Rebreather on a canvas mat. The

rebreather was originally designed for military use, police diving, and search and rescue, but to

Tom, their rectangular, rigid aluminum backpack gave them the awkward appearance of an

astronaut’s personal life-support system. Mounted on either side of this backpack were two gas

cylinders. One was filled with oxygen and the other, a diluent called Trimix.He and Sam

methodically and efficiently worked their way through their dive equipment, slowly going

through the laborious process of preparing each part for the dive.Tom opened the aluminum

backpack. Inside was an axial-type scrubber unit filled with the granular absorbent used to

remove C02 from the closed-circuit during the dive. He removed the half-used cartridge and

replaced it with a brand-new unit, filled with five pounds of soda lime and then reinserted it,

locking the lid with a heavy-duty thread.He then began to test the unit for leaks. Two leak tests

were conducted. These were generally known as the positive and negative pressure tests and

are designed to check that the breathing loop is airtight for internal pressure lower and higher

than the outside. The positive pressure test ensures that the unit will not lose gas while in use,

and the negative pressure test ensures that water will not leak into the breathing loop where it

can degrade the scrubber medium or the oxygen sensors.Next Tom tested his full-face mask

for leaks.He took a deep breath and started pre-breathing the unit. It was a process of

breathing normally for about three minutes before entering the water to ensure the scrubber

material gets a chance to warm up to operating temperature, works correctly, and that the

partial pressure of oxygen within the closed-circuit rebreather is controlled within the

predefined parameters.Tom inhaled effortlessly.The gas he breathed was humid and warm,

rather than the dry, cold air divers are used to with compressed air and a SCUBA cylinder and

regulator set up.He checked his gauge for two things.One, that C02 levels weren’t rising,

meaning the new soda lime scrubber was doing its job correctly and two, that the partial

pressure of oxygen within the closed-circuit remained within the initial set point of 1.3 bar.Tom

ran his eyes across the top reading, where a nondispersive infrared sensor showed that the

C02 levels weren’t elevating. Below that, his glance stopped to examine the reading from the

oxygen analyzer. It showed the partial pressure of oxygen as 1.3 bar.Three minutes later, he

said to Sam, “I’m all good to go.”Sam double checked his equipment, giving him the all good

signal.Armando’s voice rose up and spilled over the loud crowd. “Good luck, Tom. I wish I could

come with you.”Tom raised one eyebrow and gestured to the pool. “Thanks Armando. You’re

welcome to come with me, if you like.”“I wish I could, but there’s no way I would survive a dive

like this,” the Mexican historian confessed as he parted the reeds and approached Tom. His

face turned serious. “You’ve got all the equipment? Everything ready?”Tom double checked his

dive equipment. “All good.” He waddled over to the edge of the cenote and splashed the

surface with his flippers.Sam swept a magnanimous bow. “Then we’re ready when you

are.”Positioning the full facemask on himself, Tom dipped into the waters below, head first. The

water was warmer than he expected. Tom didn’t like it. Instead of perking him up and keeping

him on his toes, the water enveloped his body like the towels his grandmother used to put in

the dryer to warm for him after he got out of the pool. The feeling was visceral and relaxed him.



He shook himself free of the memories. Warmer meant more comfortable, and in a high-stakes

dive like this, the last thing he could afford to be was comfortable.Tom glanced back at the

colorful blurs of Sam and Armando above the surface still rippled by his entrance. As the

ripples calmed, he turned his focus downward, intent on getting this done as soon as

possible.The water was as clear as air beneath the surface, too, a friendly blue expanse vastly

different than the ice-cold blackness of the Tomb of El Dorado. Tom stared straight ahead and

squinted through his mask. Even with the transparency, he couldn’t see an end to the cenote,

which was too bad – because that was where he had to go.Tom groped at his hip, removing a

spool of dive-line. He wrapped it around the entirety of a relatively large limestone boulder. He

gave the line a firm tug to confirm the knot would hold. It was his lifeline to the surface world –

the one for those still living.He shivered despite the warmth and kicked himself forward.Even

before the cave system started, he could see the cenote expanding in all directions, almost

inviting him to explore its secrets.Tom looked at his compass. The passageway before him

headed on a bearing of 308 northwest. According to the mystical and antiquated map that

Armando possessed, it seemed to match the historic references leading to Xibalba. He swam

toward the darkest corner of the cenote. The warm water, while only mildly annoying before,

was really starting to get to him. Tom was trained for diving in the ocean, where he had gotten

used to the biting cold. The warm jungle water made him almost feel dirty.As he traveled

through the cenote, his sense of unease escalated. There was something off about the entire

place. Was it the mystical powers of Xibalba? Tom distinctly remembered the bubbling feeling

deep in his belly that he’d felt as Sam and he got near the Tomb of El Dorado, long hidden from

tomb raiders. That had been months ago, and he could recall the visceral feeling even now, as

if it had happened mere seconds earlier.Somehow, it felt the same.Tom forced himself to smile.

He hoped this adventure would involve fewer guns and people with bad teeth. Far ahead, in the

cave, he caught sight of something. A way in perhaps? He picked up the pace.He’d only been

swimming maybe another minute before he knew what had happened – the outline of a gaping

hole in the wall. He saw it quite clearly, quite suddenly, and in its entirety. While all the water

around it was blue, it seemed to shift to an insidious black at the opening. The sensation of

something supernatural was stronger than ever. Like a curtain of death closing in on him.Tom

swam through.Entering the deep black of the void, he quickly switched his flashlight

on.Illuminated by the beam, he could see that the cavern beyond the opening’s threshold was

larger than he’d imagined. While falling far short of the near abandoned-mansion feel of the

Yellow Dragon Cave they’d navigated to reach the Tomb of El Dorado, Tom certainly felt small.

He had to swing his head back and forth to illuminate each side. From what he could tell in the

glare of the lamp, both sides of the cave appeared to be a kind of marble, almost blackened

beyond recognition by impurities. He swam closer and ran his hand over the right side. Rough,

not artificially smooth. This place wasn’t some man-made death trap, at least. Then, he noticed

the wall was getting closer to him. Was he not swimming straight? Tom looked ahead.No. They

were closing in on him.He could feel his breathing getting shallower and more labored with

every flipper stroke and he fought to keep it steady, to pull in through the respirator. He

summoned the image of Darth Vader and tried to feel like the super villain, capable of

destroying planets. It was a trick he’d used ever since he’d learned to dive, and it always made

him feel better in tricky situations. He’d never told Sam.It didn’t work as well as he’d hoped.

This was bad.After twenty years of diving, I should be able to control myself at this point, he

thought, angling himself slightly to avoid an outcropping of marble. If his air tank was

penetrated, he was too far in to swim back out on one lungful of air. It wouldn’t kill him instantly,

but it would kill him nonetheless.Armando had told the group that they were diving individually



to make sure they had enough space to turn around should they need to backtrack to the point

of entry, but Tom wasn’t sure if that possibility had ever been an option. It certainly wasn’t

now.With no choice, he continued down the long, narrow, and almost perfectly straight

passageway, then stopped.Up ahead, was a deadly choke point.Chapter SevenTom stared at

the choke point.Almost a perfect circle, it had a diameter of two feet, making it wide enough for

an adult to slide through, but impossible for a SCUBA diver with equipment to breach. Tom

shined his flashlight inside. Like most choke points, the narrowest constriction opened to a

much larger space inside.He focused the beam of his flashlight through the opening, scanning

the chamber beyond. The space itself looked like it could accommodate a large bus, making it

easy for him to turn around once inside. That was, if he could get there in the first place.It was

the classic catch twenty-two.Although he might have been able to squeeze through by himself,

there was no way he could manage with all the gear he was carrying and without his SCUBA

equipment, he would drown. He shifted his position, considering any possibility of turning

around in the narrow passageway.Impossible.That left making his way through the choke point

as his only option – and that meant holding his breath while he did it.Chapter EightTom took a

couple of deep breaths.He mentally ran through each individual step of the process. First he’d

undo the Velcro straps that held his buoyancy control wing and his closed-circuit rebreather

system. Next, he would need to drop to the seabed, allowing enough room above him to

maneuver his equipment out in front. If he made it that far, he could then easily pass his gear

through the narrow constriction. If he was lucky, he could follow right behind – that was, if his

loop hoses reached.He squeezed his dive wing’s air release.A small burst of air bubbles

escaped, sending him ever-so-slightly negatively buoyant. Unlike a traditional open-circuit

SCUBA system, where you can control your short-term buoyancy by breathing in or out,

breathing never altered one’s buoyancy on a closed-circuit loop. In a closed-circuit setup, gas

never left the system. If the air expanded in the diver’s lungs, it would deflate the wing balloon,

never altering the diver’s overall buoyancy.Tom gave an equally small burst of air into the

closed-circuit and his buoyancy turned neutral, his descent easing to a stop just ten inches off

the rocky seabed.He took another breath, collected his thoughts, then began the process of

removing his dive equipment.The Velcro came off easily, but the next phase of the process was

harder. Slipping free of his CCR system felt more like a Brazilian jiu-jitsu wrestling match, but

inside a constricted cave, underwater and with an opponent who knew how to instantly choke

you if you made one wrong move. To make matters worse, the passage was barely wide

enough to slide it free.Tom breathed out as far as he could, gaining precious inches between

the limestone walls, his deflated lungs, and the CCR dive system. He gently pulled the tank

and aluminum backpack over his shoulders, until they couldn’t move any farther. He pushed

hard, trying to free it, but it had become lodged.For a second, nothing moved.Panic rose in his

throat and his heart pounded. If he didn’t wriggle free, there wouldn’t be enough room to take

another breath.He maneuvered his arms forward, but in his current position the angle was all

wrong. It meant that all the effort had to be generated from the smaller muscles of his triceps,

and it wasn’t enough. He tried only twice. Any more than that would be a precious waste of

oxygen and strength; on something that would never work.Instead, he turned his efforts to the

larger, stronger muscles of his legs.With his feet finding purchase on a small vertical ledge, he

pushed hard. A small, muffled crunching sound filled the chamber as he pushed off. The dive

equipment slid free and now floated in the void, middle of the passageway.He closed his eyes

and took a couple of deep breaths, trying to consciously slow his heartrate.Tom swallowed.

He’d just dodged a deadly bullet.Careful not to disconnect the loop pipes that connected him to

the CCR system, he slowly eased it through the opening. He gave the tank a gentle nudge, and



it slowly cruised through, and then stopped – just shy of the large chamber on the other side.It

was the loop pipes that had prevented it from making it through.He cursed silently to

himself.That left only one option. He needed to disconnect from the CCR system – and that

meant removing his dive mask.He took a couple more deep breaths, closed his eyes and

removed the dive mask – blindly passing the entire CCR system through the choke point, until

he could no longer reach it.Now his turn.Tom angled his head downward and grabbed the

edges of the entrance. With a precision mastered over years of military training, he kept his

arms tight against his body and flicked his feet to move forward. He came out unscathed on the

other side.Flawless, he praised himself, victorious.And then, in the void of darkness, he

realized he couldn’t reach his dive mask.Chapter NineTom was an expert cave diver.But in the

darkness, blind panic began to flood over him, trying to drown out any rational thoughts.

Without a facemask, his vision was nothing more than an obtuse blur. Unable to breathe, he

frantically searched the chamber for his dive mask. His outstretched fingers ran through the

gravelly seabed in front of him. He spread his arms wide, like one would to make a snow

angel.He forced himself to open his eyes. The saltwater stung. Without a dive mask, his entire

field of vision was no better with his flashlight on or off.He mentally pictured the outline of the

chamber, reconstructing it from memory. It was roughly the size of a bus, maybe a little wider

in parts, and potentially much longer. The fact was, if he could see at all, he could probably

swim around the entire chamber within twenty seconds but, lacking vision it was a completely

different story.Tom visualized the dive equipment being pushed through the choke point.It was

neutrally buoyant making it easy to move through the water, gliding like silk. He thought about

Newton's First Law.An object will remain at rest or in uniform motion in a straight line unless

acted upon by an external force.He had needed to give it a decent push to slide it through the

opening, but with the resistance of water, nothing moves very fast or far.So where did it go?

Tom began a systematic grid search, focusing on those seven or so feet closest to the choke

point. When he reached the wall at the end of the chamber he turned around and kicked off the

wall like a competitive swimmer. He did this four times, crisscrossing the chamber, in slow,

determined movements.But his dive mask nor equipment materialized.Panic raged in his

hypoxia-driven madness, but he didn’t allow it to take over. He had time, not a lot, but some. He

was a strong swimmer and an extremely competitive free diver, capable of holding his breath

for upward of five minutes.It was a puzzle, but it had a simple answer.Even Newton would

agree the damned thing couldn’t have gone far.Tom turned and following the edge of the

flooded cavern, felt his way back to the choke point. He carefully turned around and stopped.

Despite his urge to quickly kick off in search of the dive equipment, like some hidden prize,

Tom forced himself to remain perfectly still.And that’s when he realized he was floating across

a gentle current and into an unknown passageway.Chapter TenIt was the one and only clue

Tom needed.Elation surged as he imagined the only possible explanation. The dive gear had

been pushed through the choke point only to become picked up by an underground current

and dragged elsewhere.He swam hard in the direction of the current.His heart raced and his

lungs burned. Maybe twenty feet along the passageway his fingers reached the dive mask. His

fingers grasped the mask as if his life depended on it – which it did – and placed it on his face.

He depressed the purge button and a large bubble of gas cleared the flooded mask and

rebreather circuit of debris and water.He took a couple of deep breaths and calmed

himself.The beam of his flashlight shot across the narrow confines of the subterranean river

system. The water moved horizontally, despite the passageway being level. If he had to guess,

it was related to a distant tidal pattern, rather than a natural, fresh water source.Tom scrolled

through his dive gauges on his heads-up-display. The purging process had expelled way too



much of his gas supply. There was enough to get back, but not a lot more than that. He should

have turned back immediately but after the effort to get through the choke point, Tom needed

to see whether his efforts had been worth it. If not, he could at least rule out this particular

passageway for Sam.He took a new spool of dive line and tied it to a protruding section of the

rocky passageway. The tunnel was narrow, but not so narrow that it would be difficult to turn

around in – not yet, anyway.Letting the spool unwind, he swam north, along the new tunnel.His

deliberations about how best to get himself through the tiny opening within the cave wall had

wasted time. Tom flicked the flashlight beam ahead of him, half expecting to face yet another

opening he’d be forced to squeeze through. To his surprise, the tunnel widened, revealing what

seemed to be a corridor. He remembered what Armando had said.Had he reached the flooded

passages of Xibalba?Well, heck, he thought. That was easy. He tried to remember what

Armando had told him about Xibalba. Would it be better if he actually knew anything about

Xibalba, Tom reflected, instead of just offering conjecture? Gateway to hell, human sacrifice…

hadn’t he also said something about a maze?What he did remember was that ‘Xibalba’ roughly

translated to Place of Fear. Well, he thought, looking around the dark passageways, a chill

crawling up his spine…That sounded about right.Xibalba was the underworld in Mayan

mythology, Armando had said. Ruled by the Mayan death gods and their helpers. According to

the Popol Vuh – a creation narrative written by the K+Æ–6†R¼ people before the Spanish conquest-

the ten gods were often referred to as demons and lorded over the different realms of human

suffering: sickness, starvation, fear, destitution, pain, and ultimately, death. He remembered the

gods had worked in pairs because Tom had thought of Sam and made a joke about it. Down

here in the dark it wasn’t as funny. They’d had names like Flying Scab and Gathered Blood,

Pus Demon and Skull Staff. They and their minions fulfilled their duties, dragging souls down

into the underworld.Tom’s eyes narrowed. Too easy, indeed.Slowly swimming through the

passageway, he realized that it must have been a hallway at some time. The steps that rose

under him seemed to be designed almost in an effort to deter entry; each step just a little taller

than comfortable for anyone but a very tall man.Before Tom knew it, he had reached the end of

the passageway, revealing that the cave branched off.Abruptly, a memory of Armando’s distant

voice popped in his head.“It’s a maze,” he had said, pointing to the dead middle of his map.

Damn. “But as far as we have been able to ascertain, it all goes to the same place. It sounds

strange, I know, but that’s the way it is. Just choose a path and commit to it.”This didn’t change

the fact that Tom felt incredibly uneasy with the whole dive. He glanced at his dive gauge. He

was running dangerously close to the point of no return. He made the conscious decision to go

just five minutes farther, and then turn around – no matter what he found.His heart raced. He

swallowed down the fear. He couldn’t afford to get nervous. He looked around and decided to

just take the wider passage. Maybe he wouldn’t feel like he was getting suffocated this

time.And, this time, nothing seemed out of the ordinary. It looked exactly like the one that he

had entered through. Or, maybe it was the same one? Tom swore he had seen that same rock

on the ground a few minutes earlier. No. His eyes were playing tricks on him.He was distracted

from his growing concern when he saw another tunnel branch up ahead. He took the right side,

again. A couple minutes later, Tom was starting to get nervous. He had been trained never to

panic, but he would have to head back soon if he wanted to survive. The oxygen gauge was

now an ugly mix of green and orange, marked thirty percent. Fifteen minutes left. Every single

passageway he went through looked the same. The uneasy idea that it was a circle pestered

him, but he’d yet to cross his unspooled dive line. Surely he was traveling deeper into the earth,

but he felt like he was going nowhere.All right, screw this. Tom twisted his body to turn around

and leave. He’d have to get out quick or he’d wind up as just another body; the classic fool



who’d decided to explore one passageway too many.When he turned around, he came face to

face with something that didn’t belong…A single SCUBA diver flashlight floated – its beam still

bright against the gravelly seabed.Chapter ElevenBeneath his dive mask, Tom’s lips curved

upward in the slightest of grins.A flashlight didn’t belong anywhere near his location. Not this

deep underground. There wasn’t enough of a current to have carried it in from the outside, and

the fact that it still shined brightly meant that it hadn’t been left on for very long. A few hours, at

most.He switched off his own flashlight, just to be sure it wasn’t a reflection. But the ghost

flashlight continued to glow luminously. No, he hadn’t imagined it, unless the cave’s

supernatural vibe was more real than imagined? Tom’s eyes, having adjusted in the dimness,

identified a slight curvature in the passageway’s meandering. It didn’t seem possible, yet–yes,

a soft but unmistakable glow had revealed itself–and it was coming from up ahead; and around

a corner.Before he could think about it too much, Tom wasted no time paddling to reach it.Then

his gaze dropped. Lower, lower…A flashlight inconspicuously rested on the pebbles on the

ground of the passageway. And it was turned on, its light angled eerily towards the way he had

come from. How the hell? Irritation masked his fear, and he kicked forward impatiently,

scooping the object up. Upon inspection, Tom noticed that it was a standard underwater

flashlight. These things only had enough power to keep working for a few hours, at best.Tom

felt the hair on the back of his neck stand up. Someone was here. Very recently. Carefully

looking around the dark room, he realized that the flashlight wasn’t the only equipment left

behind. Divers’ strings, spare tanks, a flipper… someone, maybe more than one, had made a

big mistake and it most likely ended in a loss of life.But where were the bodies?Tom flashed

the beam of his light across the walls of the passageway. The visibility wasn’t the greatest, the

surrounding water was noticeably dirtier; the silt here had been recently disturbed.The passage

ended here. Had the passage continued, Tom still couldn’t fathom how anyone could have

traveled far without a flashlight or fins. None of it made sense.His oxygen indicator beeped,

then beeped again three seconds later. And it would continue to do so, indicating that the tank

capacity was under ten percent, until he ran out of air. Unless he wanted to repeat this poor

fool’s big mistake, Tom had no choice but to go up to the surface. He tucked his spool of fishing

line behind a rock so it would stay in place for Sam. Then, swimming urgently yet calmly, Tom

turned around and followed his fishing line back toward the entrance. Exiting proved to be

significantly less difficult than the trek in. Knowing exactly where to go, Tom expertly tugged

along, careful not to break it. Knowing Sam as he did, he’d no doubt he’d be on the mysterious

flashlight caper like flies on shit and with the SCUBA line he’d laid down—the diver’s

breadcrumb—Sam should arrive at ground zero in half the time it’d taken Tom.He was cutting it

close. Gripping his flashlight and kicking hard, Tom’s only thought was you’d better be worth it,

lamp, at the same time his air tank sputtered out.Tom’s throat burned and his vision vacillated

between bright and dark as he kicked his way toward the surface, his focus locked on the light

above. He didn’t let go of the flashlight as his vision darkened further, struggled against the

instinct to breathe. Alarms sounded in his heads-up-display, warning him that the carbon

dioxide levels were rising dangerously high and the partial pressure of oxygen was falling.He

kept going, kicking harder.There. Light up ahead, a distant glow.Tom swam toward it but the

closer he got, the light seemed to disappear. Even the light of his own flashlight dimmed until it

was all but gone, and he was left once more in complete darkness.Chapter TwelveSam

watched the stilled water above the cave.It had calmed a long time ago and become a surface

of glass. Flies and mosquitoes buzzed all around Sam’s body like tiny planets in orbit,

searching for any opportunity to swoop down and collect some sweat and blood. Sam slapped

the air uselessly in annoyance. Curiously, no matter how many swarmed their group, they never



seemed to collect on the pool. He distinctly remembered playing in the lakes near his house in

the summer as a kid and splashing away any mosquitoes that landed near them. It was always

so satisfying to see them speed off in surprise. He remembered how he and James Longley

used to crouch at the edge of the lake, paper cups at the ready. After finding the clusters of tall

eggs, they would scoop them up and let them hatch into larvae before letting them go. Then

nature’s process would start all over again.Sam missed those days, when everything was

simple. He turned to one of the locals who seemed unfazed by the insects.“Why aren’t there

any mosquitoes on the water? I thought they loved to lay their eggs on the surface.”The local

let out a short yet hearty laugh. Apparently, his English comprehension was better than his

execution. “Si, si. Normally. This one no. Mama knows it is sacred. Fish?” He shrugged,

exaggerating his eyebrows to make sure Sam got his point. “Where?”Sam hadn’t thought of

that. “There aren’t any fish, are there?”There wasn’t any Tom, either. He stared at the pool and

the endless expanse far ahead of them, and then back at his clock. Four minutes ago, Tom

should have popped his head out and given them some critical information. Sam’s mind shied

away from worst-case scenarios, but forced himself to consider them. Was he stuck down

there, or was he just taking a little longer? Maybe Tom had found something and was exploring

before he came back. But then again, Tom was just like Sam: Military training dictated we

always arrived early, not late.“Hey! Armando!” he called over, where the man was smoking a

cigarillo with the locals, apparently conversing about some sort of logistics issue. “I’m going in.

Something’s happened.”Armando started. “No, you can’t. You’re only going to get you both

killed. How many times do I have to tell you it’s too tight for more than one person?”“I don’t

care. He’s my brother. I can’t just leave him down there.”Armando seemed to understand this

but Sam didn’t care. He’d already made up his mind.Having already put his dry suit on a long

time ago, Sam started to prep his oxygen tank for the dive. He was always at the ready, primed

for action no matter the occasion. And if they died together, at least Sam went down trying to

save his best friend. Loyalty trumps all.Just then, one of the locals shouted. He was speaking

fast, pointing down at the water. Sam’s eyes followed.Was that something moving? Sam looked

more closely. There was a black shape coming from the opening Tom had disappeared through

almost forty minutes prior. Sam paused his prep, sighing with relief.Then he frowned. It was

evident, with the clear water, that despite the distorted depth perception and flurry of bubbles

that Tom wasn’t moving.Without hesitation, Sam kicked his shoes off and jumped into the

water. Years of dive training had perfected his underwater breaststroke kick. The powerful

pectorals he’d spent years cultivating, whether at the city pool or vacations on the cape, the

work now paid dividends, allowing him to cut through the water like a blade toward Tom’s

motionless body. It was a visceral urgency that eclipsed all else and thankfully, a rare

experience. The last time was when they’d swum for their lives— under water and in battle

mode—through the pitch black depths of Yellow Dragon’s Cave.He didn’t notice the warmth of

the water nor its clarity as he struggled to reach his friend. All he noticed was that it felt like he

was moving through air, but in slow motion. He felt like he was dreaming by the time he finally

got to Tom, grabbed him in a lifeguard’s hold and desperately kicked his way toward the

surface.The panic had taken a toll on his breathing, all right. He had been in the water for less

than half a minute and already his lungs felt as if they were about to burst. Still, Sam held tight

even as Tom’s muscled bulk rebelled, sliding ever so slightly downward with every kick of his

legs. Come on, why the hell isn’t anyone helping me? Hauling two-hundred-and-fifty-pounds of

dead weight through water, opposing gravity, was no easy task–not even considering the full

complement of diving gear along for the ride.When he finally surfaced arms were waiting to

haul them up, however, and Sam collapsed down with Tom on the pool’s sandy edge. As the



locals stripped Tom’s equipment off of his heaving body in a flurry of Spanish, Sam noticed a

jarred look on Tom’s face. He was awake. Never in their adventures had Sam ever seen Tom

look so surprised. Sam took off the straps of the air tank, helped him sit up and encouraged

him to breathe, recover. He’s probably still in shock, Sam thought as he read the air levels

remaining in the tank. Zero percent. He was at zero percent. Divers were trained to always be

at the surface before their tank reached fifteen percent. The fact that Tom’s tank was below that

meant he’d either made a colossal mistake along the way or had found something very, very

interesting.When his breathing had gone from slow, steady gasps, to a regular in and out

rhythm, Tom swiped his hair out of his eyes and weakly held up a flashlight Sam hadn’t taken

note of in his flurry to get them to the surface. It was inconspicuously small but looked rugged.

And it was still on.Sam reached over and tried to shut it off for him.Tom pulled it away with a

grunt.“What?” Sam frowned. “You want to keep it on?”Tom shook his head. “It’s not mine. I

found it down there, turned on, just like this.” Sam’s face must have portrayed his shock

because Tom continued on. “That’s not all. I looked around, and there was a lot of equipment

scattered around. Somebody was down there in the last twenty-four hours and by the looks of

it, they’re still down there somewhere.” He blew the drops of water that had collected on his lips

from his sopping hair away with an air of frustration. “Or they died and I can’t find their bodies. I

really don’t know what to make of it.”What? Armando had said no one else knew the location of

Xibalba. Was it possible that wasn’t the truth? Even more unexplainable was, even if someone

did know the location and had set out to dive the site, why they would leave all their gear

behind? Even if they’d had to surface quickly, they surely would have kept their flashlights with

them to navigate the dark tunnels. Sam shook his head. A million questions and only one way

of answering them. He grabbed a towel and started to mop his body so he could suit up. “Rest

here. I’ll check it out.”Tom sighed. “I knew you would say that.” He relinquished the flashlight. “I

left you the line, so you’ll know which way to go. But be careful. The walls… they’re different

from anything I’ve ever seen.”Looking at Tom’s face Sam knew he wasn’t just saying empty

words. He genuinely looked as if he’d just completed a monumental task he’d never want to

attempt again.“All right. I’ll take care of it. Help me suit up. I’ll need the rebreather.”Armando

stood by their side, listening in and translating everything to the locals, as they looked on,

expectantly. They, who’d lived here for centuries and hadn’t dared go inside stood resolute,

proof as to why, before them. They broke the conversation and started scrambling to get the

equipment ready. The two gas cylinders mounted on the pack contained Oxygen and Trimix.

For a depth dive such as this, oxygen became less and less efficient as pressure increased. To

fix this, mixing other gases such as Trimix allowed the divers to use the oxygen more efficiently,

even under incredible pressures.Sam placed his mask over his face. Tom turned around and

harnessed the rebreather kit on Sam’s back and connected it to his mask. After checking that

all systems were in good working order, Sam waddled to the edge of the pool and prepared to

dive in.He stopped when he felt a gentle pressure on his shoulder. He turned to find Tom

peering at him and cracked his neck, eager to get on with it.“The string should lead you directly

into that room. You’re also going to have to take off your tank and push it through the choke

point.” For no reason at all, his patient tone reminded Sam of the time his dad had taught him

to ride a bike.Turning around to fall into the water, Sam took a last look at his companions’

faces.“Good luck,” said Tom.Giving a last all-good symbol with his index finger and thumb, Sam

fell back and beneath the crystal waters.Chapter ThirteenSam swam through the clear water to

the string that led to the opening. Though he understood the reasoning for the strength and

slimness of the line, he wished it was a little easier to see. He had learned a long time ago that

he should never touch or tug on a path string. Sam remembered feeling that paralyzing



tightness of the walls closing in on him the first time, a dozen feet underwater, and the panic

had overwhelmed him. He had grabbed on to the trailing string for security. Wasn’t a good idea

then and surely wasn’t a good idea now, diving solo.As he swam through the huge maw which

somehow had darker water than everywhere surrounding it, Sam looked up and his jaw

dropped.The passageway swooped far above his head and expanded far more than he

expected on both sides of him. He couldn’t contain the sigh of relief that escaped his mouth

and went into his regulator, creating a Darth Vader-esque sound effect, which somehow was

both echoed and swallowed by the massive chamber.He had never told anyone he had

claustrophobia. At least, no one other than Tom. Though Tom had always had suspicions –

they’d grown up together, after all, and had been in plenty of tight situations over their years of

adventures- but those suspicions had never been confirmed until they’d trekked through the

narrow passageways in South America and he couldn’t squeeze through them without

hyperventilating and stopping every thirty seconds.It was a moment of utter shame, but Sam

was thankful that Tom had never made fun of him for it. Claustrophobia was his one and only

fear and he hated how insecure it made him feel. Eventually he had come up with some

techniques to master it; he didn’t want to be a burden to his group, and he would never forgive

himself if he’d allowed himself to back out of a challenge. But that still didn’t change the fact

that the walls still felt as if they were squeezing in on him.Years of swimming in the open ocean

had made Sam a master at consistent and smooth forward movement in the water, and now

his muscle memory enabled him to not even think about it. Inspecting his surroundings while

swimming allowed him to keep moving without paying attention to what he was swimming

through.He felt the first tendrils of fear creeping in and pushed the sensations to the back of his

mind, fiercely. He didn’t have time for doubt, not even a hint of panic. He could not afford to

freeze, not now. It was possible there was a person in there depending on him, even if Sam did

not know who that person was.If he was honest with himself, though, Sam didn’t believe that a

person was alive in these caves. Of course, he knew Tom had seen some evidence, and there

undoubtedly had been someone down here- probably still was. But Sam knew the way dives

worked. He had a sinking suspicion- not quite yet a certainty- that he was on a body retrieval

mission, not a search-and-rescue.Sam drew up short, confronted by a wall. When he looked

up, he realized that he had come to what so far was the tightest part of the cave. The fishing

guide line led into an opening that was barely two feet wide, maybe even narrower. Sam

suddenly felt nauseous. The dark, deafening silence of the underwater passage was already

pressing down on him like invisible hands, and now he was expected to crawl through an

opening meant for something the size of an ant? And, without getting any of his equipment

stuck or broken in the process?You must be joking.Jesus, how did Tom even manage? Sam

briefly considered turning around. Maybe he could come back down here with TomIdiot, no. He

couldn’t bear to explain to them as to why he couldn’t follow a simple path, already laid down

by a trusted diver. And Tom had just come out of this hellhole unconscious and sputtering.

Putting his best friend through that again would be torture.Sam took a deep breath, calmed

himself and faced the hole. Methodically, he took inventory of everything on him. Before going

in, he had taken the largest air tank. He knew that Tom had struggled to make it back to the

surface with the smaller size and Sam might be down here even longer than Tom. To follow up

and possibly find more information, he’d need the extra oomph if he was going to be carrying a

passenger.Sam thought, I’ve got my regulator, and tank, nothing else. He hadn’t needed to

bring string or navigation equipment: Tom had already blazed the trail with his fishing line. He

did have the compass in his dive pocket but that didn’t take up any space at all, and there was

no point in getting rid of it, especially if he might need it later.Maybe if I make myself thinner



and longer… Taking a deep, shivering breath, Sam took his gas tank off and held it on top of

his head. It made him feel like he was hiking back through the jungle with Armando and his

team, but it also made him an entire foot thinner and 3 feet taller.Positioning himself right

against the opening, he sucked in his stomach as far as it would go and then started kicking in

very small motions; as much as the narrow passageway would allow. The cavern walls dug into

his fins as his feet hit the rocks continually, kicking up sediment in the otherwise clear water.

His heart felt like it would pound out of his chest and all Sam wanted was to be elsewhere,

doing anything else, than be in this godforsaken tunnel trying to fit through this godforsaken

crack to save someone who was probably already beyond saving.Damn you, Sam Reilly, he

thought. Damn you and your heroics. He squeezed his eyes shut until he could feel himself on

the verge of tears.He kicked some more.And more, without pause. Sam found his legs had

been hijacked by his body’s autonomous fight-or-flight response system, autopilot had been

engaged and cessation of motion unlikely until he could pull his brain back from the cliff’s edge

of claustrophobia. Not wanting to risk getting stuck by stopping prematurely Sam kicked for

what seemed like an eternity, until he sensed the surrounding walls begin to open up. Taking a

deep breath, pausing mindfully, pulling forth the technique he’d employed in the past to bring

his body back in line with his psyche. Within seconds his adrenaline levels had receded and

Sam took a look around, finding himself healthily buoyant and in the calm depths about midway

across a large cavernous room—and according to Tom’s guide line, exactly where he was

supposed to be.Sam opened his eyes fully under his regulating mask, still slightly foggy from

sweat and his quick breaths, noticing that the tight hole had opened into a hallway and which

showed signs of being underwater for eons. To his side rested a deteriorated stairway with

marine fauna glazing each step in a thin green layer.Continuing to recover, this discovery

provided a welcome distraction. Sam squinted closer and finned forward. The steps seemed a

little too high for anyone’s comfort. He doggy-paddled the rest of the way to the stairway,

unslung his air tank, and set it aside as he sat on one of the steps. When he was sure that all

his equipment was secured and the string remained in plain sight, he leaned over to the tank

and checked his oxygen gauge.Eighty-three percent. Damn.In. Out. In. Out. The tank’s meter

vibrated with every inhale and exhale, but he could tell his heart rate had slowed

significantly.Welcoming the short respite, he planned out the return trip. Great that he had

made it through, but now, even worse, he would have to return through the same passageway.

The familiar flash of panic blinded him momentarily, but Sam fought it down into his stomach

and stowed it away. He would cross that bridge when he came to it.Breathing easier, he wanted

to turn his mind to something else. Pointing the flashlight ahead of him, he could see what

appeared similar to Mayan inscriptions on the wall.Focus, Sam heard his sensible side say.

You’re here on a mission.Still, he detached his helmet light and swung it around in a wide arc,

taking in all his surroundings. Mayan inscriptions spanned all the walls and the engravings

seemed reflective under the shine of the light. They were capped with some sort of metal and

knowing the Mayans, it was probably a form of silver.His one world history class in college had

served him well, but these inscriptions were different. And the way the stones were placed

around the entire room inexplicably triggered a primal uneasiness in Sam. The whole system

felt hostile.“Feeling like I’ve overstayed my welcome,” Sam muttered to himself into his

regulator, just to hear a human voice, despite the waste of air.He swam forward, following

Tom’s string. In front of him two tunnels branched off into different paths, just as Tom had

described the maze. Sam felt himself center. Okay, getting lost in an underwater maze might be

scary, but Sam could deal with scary a lot better than tight.Continuing onward, Sam followed

the string with both hands, ignoring the internal voice of his instructor. He gripped tight as



worries and thoughts buzzed like bees in his head. He couldn’t hear anything but the rush of

his own blood, and the occasional bubble release of the rebreather. The passageways were

even more intricately designed the deeper that Sam traveled into the maze. The ancient

Mayans must have had a lot of time on their hands, he thought to himself.The string began to

feel looser and looser as he followed it through every single turn and passageway. When it ran

into the wall, he looked up. He’d found where Tom had wedged it tight between the wall and a

rock, so he must be near the…Shining the flashlight around, he saw the fins and diving

equipment Tom had mentioned. He was in the right place. Cold leaked into his neck, having

nothing to do with the chillier temperatures deep under the earth.Now it was time to look for a

body. The water was as still as a corpse and Sam knew that whoever’s body was down here

couldn’t have gotten far. If anything, the body should have floated up and away by now, as the

bacteria inside would cook and release gases, essentially making the corpse one nasty hot air

balloon.Starting with the right, Sam swept the ceiling with his dive light, checking every nook

and cranny for anything that could indicate a passage into another room or anywhere that the

mystery diver could have found passage.Now sweeping back and forth, Sam’s light caught on

a patch of a darker dark. Of course. He swung back, to reveal that there was a small opening

above the entrance of the cave, certainly larger than the hellish tunnel he’d been forced to

navigate earlier, but small enough to pass unnoticed without careful review. Tom must have

missed it when he turned around to get out before his oxygen depleted; thankfully Sam had the

advantage of the rebreather and bigger air tank.Sam swam up and cautiously felt around the

opening, then shined his flashlight into it to aid his search. The sides were smooth, unlike the

unrefined entrances he’d already come through. Maybe this cave was the one that held the

secrets they had entered the pool in search of to begin with.He peered closer, pulling himself

up like a schoolboy at the side of the pool. Through the hole, Sam could see refraction in the

water, meaning there was air up there. Bingo, he thought, as he swam through it.It was easily

big enough for a grown man to fit through, yet it was curved around the opening so that it was

near impossible to see unless you were specifically looking for it. Even then, any novice would

have mistaken it for a small curvature in the rock.Popping up at the surface, Sam was

surprised to find a hallway that was designed like the underwater ones that he had just come

through except that… well, it wasn't underwater.As Sam surfaced, he was instantly relieved of

the tight feeling from the damp suit. His skin relaxed and the water slid off his face in

droplets.Working through his surprise, he hauled himself up and out onto the ground. Things

were starting to make sense, maybe. He took his fins off and carefully placed them on the

ground right next to him near the water. His hand hesitated over his mask, but Sam ultimately

decided against it, choosing instead to breathe through the rebreather. He had heard too many

horror stories of divers getting excited about a dry cave underwater, taking their mask off, and

dying of hypoxia as carbon dioxide filled the space with invisible poison, with nowhere else to

go.Time to explore the cave.He shined his flashlight around. He jerked back in surprise. There,

where there should be nothing, was a young woman collapsed on the ground.Chapter

FourteenSam quickly moved toward the woman as fast as he could in the diving suit, heavy

with water. The suit thrashed around on the cold rock floor, making loud slurping noises that

resonated through the caves. The woman before him remained motionless. For a second Sam

thought of Tom’s limp body when he was pulled out of the water in the nick of time.There was

no question that this was the owner of the equipment down at the room that he had just come

from- there could only be so many explorers lost in a secret cave.That wasn’t his main

concern, though. His main concern was why she had collapsed. There were several

possibilities and Sam’s military mind flashed on all of them: an injury, lack of oxygen,



drowning…He knelt next to her. She didn’t move. She was still breathing, but her pulse was

weak. There were no other visible signs of injury, but he knew that a head wound might not

show.Then, as he listened to the rebreather, a small thought intruded: What about hypoxia?

The cavern was tiny and it wouldn’t take much time for carbon dioxide to replace the oxygen in

the air in such a small space, especially if there’d been no clean air moving in or out. His father

had yelled at him for constructing blanket forts for just this reason and, if Sam hadn’t kept the

rebreather in, it was very likely he could have suffered the same fate.Now, kneeling beside the

woman, Sam realized he was sweating, beads of salty liquid mixing in with the musty cave

water drying off his skin.She was lying face down. Sam crouched beside her and took hold of

her forehead from the top and torso. Quickly, carefully, he turned her on her back, mindful of

the possibility of a neck injury. Normally, he would have checked for water in the lungs, but she

was too far from the water-side to have collapsed of drowning. And there was no easy way to

do it. Besides, she was breathing on her own, albeit shallowly. No need for mouth to mouth. If it

was hypoxia, that would only make it worse.He checked her pulse again. Very weak, but she

was alive. The fact that there was a pulse meant that she was just out of oxygen. At least he

hoped that was it. He knew he could give her his oxygen tank and hope that she woke up in the

cave, but there was no telling if she was ever going to wake up. And the longer he waited

inside, the more anxious those on the outside would get. And the higher the chance that

someone would come after him and do something stupid to try and bring Sam back.Sam

paused to briefly consider any other solutions, but there weren’t any. He would have to get her

back outside. And he had to act now, before her condition worsened or any more people got

injured.“Okay, if you’re going to go, then let’s go,” he muttered to himself. Sam got his footing

under himself on the slick rock, then leaned forward and carefully picked her up from her back,

marine-style, and dragged her back to the water side. Even wet, she was lighter than he

thought, and easy to carry. He wondered how old she was. Her unconscious state and her wet

hair made her look anywhere from thirteen to twenty-six.Sam perched on the edge of the water

and quickly got into his fins. Time for the mask. With the hand of a practiced diver, Sam quickly

split his oxygen-Trimix mixture into both tanks. This would automatically deactivate the

rebreather. The countdown started now. Sam briefly shuddered at the thought of limited time,

yet they had no choice. He’d worked under the gun before, and besides- they still had fifteen

minutes. They would make it in fifteen minutes. They had to.Sam took his tank pack off and

attached it to her, cinching the straps so it wouldn’t slip off. He would just have to worry about

carrying his. And quite possibly carrying her.Hearing the hiss as both tanks activated, Sam

glanced at the tanks’ oxygen levels. Both at around thirty-five percent. Should be good enough

for the trip back. Thankfully, since she was not conscious, this would actually help lower their

oxygen usage: Her shallow breathing meant that she would probably run out of the air more

slowly. Sam reattached the two tanks and began filling his up to forty-five percent.If she threw

up, she would suffocate in her own vomit. He shuddered. That wasn’t a pretty way to go. He

would just have to push both of them back up to the surface before she died.A thought popped

into his head, so surprising and sudden that he slipped the fill and struggled to start it

again.What if she wakes up halfway through and panics?It was possible with the increased

oxygen flow, and her brain reactivated to more normal levels, he thought, as the tank resumed

its fill. As long as he didn’t waste any time getting lost or getting scared and he kept his wits

about him in the tight passageway and got her through with no problems, they would have

enough air.And if the worst happened… well, Sam would just have to leave her there, as she

had left her equipment behind on the cavern floor. It wouldn’t be the first time he’d been forced

to abandon dead weight.It didn’t mean he had to like it.Best not think about that now.Carefully,



he eased her body down into the water, sticking his legs out straight under her to make sure

she didn’t sink all the way down. She floated like a log as he disconnected the rebreather from

his tank and made the final adjustments to their air systems.Then, collecting his wits and

sending up a prayer to whatever ancient gods were listening Sam slid in off the ledge next to

her.She wobbled with his entry and started to sink. He steadied her and tried to figure out how

he was going to manage. As he thought, he adjusted this nameless, unconscious woman so

that she faced head-first to the entrance. He kept her right next to him, lifeguard-style, so he

could help her if it was needed. He hoped again she would not wake up in transit.He checked

everything again, once more for luck. Her tank was working, her mask gently fogged. Her

lashes lay on her cheeks as if in sleep. Behind the glass, damp with the residue of her toxic

breath, she looked quite young.Sam jumped in and all the way under.If he’d thought coming

into the cavern and navigating the system was nerve wracking, doing it in reverse with a

passenger on limited air was doubly so. The currents caused by his own passing constantly

disrupted her, and so she knocked against him in a syncopated motion that made his own

transit more difficult than it had been on the way in. He wished he dared drag her along with

some force, but he was terrified of disrupting the connection between mask and tank and killing

her by accident. As shallow as her breaths were, it was a good bet he wouldn’t even know

anything was wrong until it was too late. Unconscious as she was, too late was too late.He

eventually worked out a pattern that allowed him some regularity, and he’d been in enough

tough spots to know that rhythm could be the difference between success and failure. He

repeated the steps, and repeated them again until he hit his stride, and then he held his breath

with intent focus so he didn’t lose it. He was making good time through the narrow

passageways. First, he would follow the string a few feet ahead to make sure it was the right

direction, then come back and push the woman ahead of him along the path. He couldn’t afford

to break the string, so he had to plot his movements carefully, but nor could he allow her to sink

and detach from her regulator. So he had to paddle as fast as he could right beside her to keep

her afloat. It was terribly awkward, but he sank into a survival mentality himself, and his

awareness narrowed to his fake breathing, her fake breathing, the feel of the cool-warm water

on his skin, and the darkness.One stroke at a time, he crept toward the entrance.When he

reached the narrow passage that had detained him in the beginning, he pushed down the

rising panic and found it easier than expected. Her life, quite simply, depended on his lack of

fear. As it had before in rare moments of grace, that fear evaporated with stunning speed,

resulting in a clear, certain focus.Now. The question became: Who was going to go first?After

a quick deliberation, the best plan, he decided, would probably be to get himself through first

and pull her through, second. With the tanks depleting by the breath, speed mattered, and this

option seemed like it would get them to the other side the fastest. Right or wrong, Sam knew

he had to stay focused and alert and with a backup plan at the ready.He maneuvered behind

her and carefully slid the tank off over her head, making sure it was still attached by the straps.

Then, holding it awkwardly in one hand, he removed his own.Carefully, as if he were working

with explosives, Sam sidled as close as he could to the opening, dragging her with him and

nudged his tank through. Then, in quick succession, he went through himself, before he had

time to think about it. He went in head-first, kicking hard and reeling around to still keep hold of

her hand, her tank. Quickly he looped his arm through his tank’s strap to free up his hands,

then, blessing her thinness and general pliability, guided her through. He scraped her shoulder

in the process, but it was better than hitting her head. The connections between tank and

regulator and mask remained solid.In the relative safety on the other side of the wall, Sam

didn’t even stop to revel in his triumph over the claustrophobic space. He simply reattached the



tanks, quick, precise, and certain, and then resumed his guide-pull-glide maneuver back along

the string, back toward the exit, back toward freedom.At long, long last, a glimmer of light

peeked in the distance. Sam felt like he was seeing a sliver of heaven’s glory through dark

thunderclouds. As the light illuminated the tunnel exit more and more clearly, he called on the

reserve of energy he knew he didn’t have, needing to rely on the sometimes robotic, but always

impressive, capacity of the human body to overcome physical obstacles if the mind is strong

enough. He kicked harder, gaining a rhythm and losing himself in it as he stroked strongly for

the surface, trailing the unconscious woman closely behind. As he went, he played the same

game he’d developed to get himself through swim team practice decades ago, a game he had

played countless times since. Five more strokes. Five more strokes. Five more strokes.It

worked as it had always worked.The light got brighter, grew and blossomed, and he had the

odd sense that he was witnessing a surreal kind of dawn, despite the fact that by now it was

late afternoon. Maybe almost evening. In the growing glow, he could see the brown reeds all

around the lake, waving beyond the surface like a damn Dali painting.Sam surfaced, gasping.

The regulator hissed in the real world like some science fiction man-machine. One armed, he

groped for the ledge, treading water as he did so. Through the foggy mask, he saw a flurry of

motion but oddly, heard no sound as the locals, some of whom had been lounging by the edge

smoking cigarillos and some who’d been playing cards, waited for Sam to return. Now they

looked over from their repose, taking in the scene. They cheered Sam’s arrival in a jocular

fashion, but when they saw the woman’s head pop out next to him, they upended their logs or

rocks in their shock. Sam fought to spit out the regulator, passing off the woman’s arm to some

other arm already reaching down to give him a hand.“Help her, unconscious, hypoxic, I think,”

he panted, as the rubber and metal left his mouth and swung on its clip by his shoulder with a

small thump.The locals all shuffled uneasily at the water’s edge, apparently unwilling to

approach the mystical pool. Now Sam could see that it was only Tom willing to get on his knees

and haul the woman out. It was Tom who laid her gently on her side, disconnecting the

regulator from the borrowed tank so she could breathe fresh, clean air. Fiery impatience

surged through Sam and his vision blurred. These men were willing to haul equipment to bring

up treasure, but they wouldn’t help a dying woman? What did they think she was?Possessed?

His irritation was diverted by Armando pushing through the ranks of the babbling locals.

Armando silenced them with a curt command in Spanish, panting. When he saw the woman on

the ground before them, his eyes widened in surprise.“Fetch the doctor!” he shouted, and

several men called back in a chain of alert. Sam, breathing hard from his swim, saw commotion

at the back of the group already moving forward. In the face of approaching help, Armando

laughed, uneasily. “Sam, you do get results! You found an entire woman in there! You should’ve

brought me along.”“Save it, Armando. That’s not funny.” Sam pulled off his mask in anger and

cast it aside, glaring at their erstwhile boss. There was little that got his ire up like a man

mocking a woman, particularly a defenseless one, no matter what his station. He didn’t care if

the man was paying him.Armando had the grace to look ashamed. He snapped his fingers at

the locals, forcing them forward and glancing back to check the doctor’s process. “Get her

some help. She’s been down there for hours.” He turned back to Sam, who was still in the

water, half in, half out. “Right. Let me help you,” he said, as Sam, struggling against the

exhaustion of hauling the woman’s dead weight and his own, plus their equipment through the

narrow tunnels on no air, flailed against the side of the pool, suddenly too weak to pull himself

up. He tried without success to grip Tom’s arm, who was trying to haul him out.Armando

leaned over and grabbed Sam under his armpits and hauled him out onto the bank, suit and

tank and all.Sam slithered out and sprawled on the ground, feeling the earth under him with



unutterable relief, unable even to react as he watched the doctor and the locals carry the

woman he’d just rescued, who remained unconscious, further up the embankment where she

was at less risk of falling back in the water.When he realized Tom and Armando were helping

to pull off his equipment, he did his best to aid them. Finally, he pushed himself up to his

knees, then his feet. When the ground stayed steady, he kicked off the rest of his gear and

jogged to where Tom and the local doctor were crouched over the woman’s body. He had to

see that she’d made it. If she hadn’t, not only would some seriously important information go

up in smoke, but all of Sam’s efforts would have been for naught.Hell, the small, prideful part of

his brain interjected, unable to shut up. He had managed to haul himself through that damnable

tiny cavern twice to get her out. Didn’t that count for something?!Tom’s voice broke his

thoughts. “Sam! I think she’s waking up!”Sam spun.Tom was right. The doctor had turned the

woman on her side, and she was now coughing violently, the action wracking her thin

shoulders. She was short of stature, he saw now that she was free from the distortion of the

dark water and of his own desperation, and slim – like a gymnast or an acrobat. No wonder

she hadn’t had that much trouble navigating those damn tunnels. Her wet hair was still

plastered to her skull, but it was drying quickly in the hot sun, even though the sun itself was

sinking. A distant part of him noted that it would be evening soon, and the wilds of the jungle

night would emerge.The doctor, locals, and Armando went back and forth in Spanish and Sam

only realized the doctor was speaking to him – in English – when the man repeated the

question.“You found her unconscious? No sign of blood in the water?”“I- yes,” he said, startled,

struggling to remember. “She was unconscious when I found her. And she wasn’t under the

water. She was above it – there was a tunnel at the top –” He cast around, looking for Tom.

“There was a tunnel, just at the top, that’s why you missed it- and when I went through, it

opened up into something above the waterline. I found her like this- she was still wearing her

mask- I think it was-”Suddenly, the woman opened her eyes. Her coughs stopped and she

stopped shaking. Her whole body went rigid and her eyes locked right on Sam’s. He froze.Her

eyes were bright, cold. Distant. Though she looked straight at him, Sam got the sense she was

seeing something far away. Something that might not even exist.Her lips opened and she said

something, so faint it was barely audible. Sam leaned closer. Despite the utter silence of the

rescue team, he still couldn’t hear her.“What?” he said gently, softly. “What did you say?”The

woman’s gaze circled, taking in the circle of men who surrounded her. Sam wasn’t sure

whether she saw them or not. He knelt in front of her as the doctor crouched behind, cradling

her head from behind. “Miss,” he said, low and urgent, leaning closer. Behind him, he could feel

Tom creeping closer, too. “What’s your name? Is that what you’re saying? Your name?”Her

gaze wandered, and then it locked on him, straight in his eyes. Her lips formed the word again.

Then, faint and almost incomprehensible, a sound slipped out.Sam jerked back. Had she just

said what he thought she said? “What?” he said, totally blank.Her gaze held the intensity of

madness as she whispered the word again. “Xibalba.”It was the only word she spoke, before

her eyelids flickered and she drifted into an unconscious coma. Her face went blank and she

sagged against the doctor’s grip, unmoving.The doctor said, “Quick! We need to get her into

the hyperbaric chamber.”Chapter FifteenSam’s eyes locked on the young woman’s face.She

was young, much too young to die. Her pale skin already had some color. She had shoulder

length brown hair tied back. She had the slim and wiry figure of an athlete. At a glance he

doubted she was any older than twenty, if that. She looked like she was close to death, but she

was breathing on her own at least.He frowned.What the hell were you doing in there?

Recreational SCUBA diving had become a popular pastime. Plenty of young people SCUBA

dive, some even enjoyed the dangerous specialty of wreck dives or cave dives. But she wasn’t



just cave diving. Where she had reached, she might as well have been on the moon. There

were less than a handful of expert cave divers who had a chance in hell of getting that far, and

that included Tom and he both. It was world class, right there.Yet, some sort of kid had done

it.Was it stupidity, bravado, or something entirely different?Well, he reflected, there was always

the gold. But looking at her now, she seemed an unlikely ruthless treasure hunter. The girl was

lanky and thin, which might have been ideal for getting in the nooks and crannies of the

underwater caves if she had the stamina. Or maybe it was just her manner, desperate to find a

legendary treasure and take the riches.Sam recalled what Armando had said earlier about

bringing him and Tom in on the project.We tried to go on our own, but none of us were capable

of reaching Xibalba – already, we’ve lost three world-class cave divers.Sam turned his gaze to

Armando. “Do you have something to tell me?”Armando shrugged; his face blank. “About

what?”His eyes narrowed. “About why I found a woman – barely more than a kid – deep inside

the cave system?”“I don’t know what you’re talking about. I’ve never laid eyes on her until

today.”Sam met his eye. Armando wore a mulish expression of obstinacy. If he knew

something, he certainly wasn’t going to tell him about it. “This woman wasn’t working for

you?”“No, of course not.” Armando made a mock frown for dramatic effect. “What sort of person

do you think I’d have to be to bring in a mere child to do my deadly work?”“You didn’t seem to

have a problem asking Tom and I to do it for you.”Armando grinned. “Come now, we both know

I’m not twisting either of your’ arms to give you the chance to be the first in more than four

centuries to lay eyes on Xibalba. We both know you and Tom would have done anything to get

on my team.”Sam nodded. Armando was either lying or he wasn’t. Either way, he wasn’t about

to find out – and one thing the man was definitely telling the truth about was that he and Tom

would have done anything short of kill, to be the first to reach Xibalba. “Okay. So how does a

girl like her come to know about the entrance to Xibalba?”Armando made a half-grin. “The

Mayan legend is common knowledge in the region.”Sam didn’t buy that explanation for a

second. “Sure, but how did she know that this particular cenote led to it?”“Beats me,” Armando

admitted, turning to head back down to the main campsite, clearly finished with the direction of

Sam’s discussion.Tom completed the routine maintenance on his rebreather system, setting it

up so that it would be ready for his next dive. He stepped up next to the hyperbaric chamber,

his eyes running across the chamber’s sole occupant.Turning to Sam, he asked, “What the hell

was she doing in that cave?”“I have no idea,” Sam replied, shaking his head. “But she knew

about Xibalba.”Tom said, “And if she knows about it, I think there’s more to this than Armando

has led us to believe.”Sam nodded. “I agree. That’s why you and are going to have to make

another dive – this time together.”Chapter SixteenArmando knew that Xibalba wore many faces

and survived many myths.Despite the plethora of stories which portrayed Xibalba as one big

death hall, the truth was that Xibalba was actually a number of individual structures. The most

important site among all of them was the House of the Lords, placed at the entrance – the only

way in. Each successive structure served as a test so only the worthy, or the quick of feet,

would make it through.If, by some miracle, you were worthy and quick of feet and passed all

the way through the maze, the final test was the Xibalban ballcourt. Here, the ancient

Mesoamerican Game of Death would commence. The players could only use their elbows,

knees, shoulders, and feet to place the hard rubber ball into hoops placed around the grass-

padded field. While the game traditionally had religious significance, Mayan myth told of the

story of Hun Hunahpu and Vucub Hunahpu, two plucky brothers who angered the gods so

much that they were sentenced to play against each other, their own blood, on the battle court

of Xibalba. Hun Hunahpu, the loser, was promptly decapitated.Legend had it, however, that if

someone made it through, they would be greeted by the most sophisticated underground city



imaginable. Gardens somehow grew without sunlight, vines snaked over carved rock walls,

over the different temples and houses where people lived and thrived. In the middle of this

paradise stood the Temple of the Lords, towering over all the homes and hostels, nearly

scraping the top of the massive cavern that concealed the city.Xibalba’s defenses were many

and mighty. But no matter how secretive or how well defended it was, trespassers always found

ways to get in. Roads leading up to secret entrances above ground were riddled with booby

traps and tests that only someone who truly knew the place and lived there would be able to

avoid or pass. There were rivers that were said to have run across the entrances; first a river of

scorpions, a tide of shiny black scales. Next, a river of the boiling blood of sacrificial victims.

Finally, a river of pus.Beyond these rivers was a crossroads where travelers had to choose

from among four routes that spoke in an attempt to confuse and beguile. Their voices

whispered like the wind, whispering secrets, whispering lies and tempting words. Voices of

loved ones long past called unseen, cries of help pierced the air from invisible travelers

requiring aide. Illusion or real? No one could say. Each traveler had to decide for themselves.If

one passed through the crossroads successfully and walked along the right route, upon

surpassing these obstacles, one would come upon the Xibalba council place, a grand hall

where it was expected visitors would greet the seated Lords. Lining the pathway that snaked its

way to the top of the temple, a series of chambers lay nestled amongst the jungle wilds along

the sides. Mannequins that looked real as life were seated between the Lords on ornate

thrones just like the ones the Lords sat in, to confuse and humiliate people who greeted them.

The confused visitors would be invited by “servants” of the mannequins to sit upon a bench in

front of the throne, only to be cooked alive as chains that clenched around their feet locked

them to the bench which rested upon glowing red coals.Only a few ever got this far, even in the

history of all the myths. Only a few could walk to the end of the road where they could face the

Lords of Xibalba. Proud, haughty, and blessed with long life, the Lords of Xibalba would then

entertain themselves by humiliating the triumphant travelers in this fashion before sending

them into one of Xibalba’s deadly houses of pain for more tests and lordly entertainment.Six

houses of torture and tests awaited anyone that made it this far. The first was the Dark House,

pitch-black as a nightmare and deadly silent. In the impossible darkness, the longer one stayed

in it, the harder it was for them to find the exit. Their hearts would pound, their ears would ring,

their breath would quicken. They would pant. The darkness and silence would render them

insane.The second house was the House of Cold. The bone-chilling frost would be enough to

freeze the muscles of a human being in three minutes. Third was the Jaguar House, a jungle

within a room filled with magnificent felines denied meat and water and thirsty for human flesh.

The fourth was the Bat House. While many would underestimate the bats at first, the vampire

bats would swarm anyone that entered, sucking the blood dry of any living creature that dared

to enter. The penultimate was the Razor House, where knives stuck out of the walls, flying from

one side to the other without warning, without rhyme, without reason. Their flights were

completely random, and their blades were always kept sharp.And lastly, the final chamber, was

the Popol Vuh, the Hot House filled with fires and heat, stoked with wood and coals until the air

was thick with shimmering torridity, so thick one’s breath seared one’s throat and their lungs

shriveled in their chests.If, by luck, skill, or the whims of the gods, anyone who got through all

of the tests set before them, they would find themselves placed in front of the Lords who would

glance between themselves and then, begrudgingly but respectfully, acknowledge their power

and grant them entry.That was what Armando knew of Xibalba.If he only knew how little he

knew…Chapter SeventeenSam suited up faster than last time, eager to get on with it and find

answers.They both jumped into the water with splashes that echoed off the walls of stone.



They sank below the crystalline water with no change in visibility between liquid and air except

a slight magnification. Sam fought against the slimy feeling the hot water induced in him,

wasting no time giving Tom the thumbs-up, and they were on their way.Now that they knew

where to go, Sam and Tom silently propelled themselves into the yawning opening. The string

was exactly where Sam had left it, floating slightly to the right of them. They took a firm yet

delicate grasp of the line and followed it all the way down to its end. Sam bit back his fear and

pushed through the crevice.When they reached dry ground, gasping, Tom took off his regulator

first and turned to Sam as they struggled to clamber up and on to the dry steps.Sam asked,

“Where is it?”“I don’t know,” Tom replied, glancing around. “Listen, there’s no other way to go

but this. It had to be here. Right?”“Right, right,” Sam sputtered, pushing his mask to the top of

his head. “Want to take point?”Tom peered into the darkness and flicked the flashlight on his

head to max brightness. He turned and peered into the pitch-black passageway. “Might as well.

The walls seem smooth,” he said, stroking them. “This is definitely artificial. Manmade.”Sam

rolled his suit down to his waist and felt the wall for himself. Manmade. “Let’s go,” he said.They

walked through the darkness and Sam kept checking his watch because it felt like they’d been

walking for forever. But the glowing green numbers showed it had only been five minutes. They

walked some more, yet nothing revealed itself. He began to wonder if they were going the

wrong way. The combined bright beams of their flashlights did nothing to penetrate the

oppressive darkness. By now, their suits were completely dry and Sam was left shivering from

the sudden cold. He cocked his neck back and forth to crack his joints, fighting the fear brought

on by the close quarters of the surrounding walls. The tunnel was getting narrower.As his spine

snapped and bent, something caught his eye.He shined his flashlight to get a better look. The

walls were now covered from top to bottom with Mayan symbols. He squinted, stopping Tom

with his hand. “Check these engravings out. Any clue what they mean?”Tom kept moving

ahead, unperturbed. “Sorry, forgot to brush up on my ancient Mayan before we came. Catch

me later.”“No, no.” Sam peered forward. “These are different. It looks like they all say the same

thing.” He touched them. There was something familiar about them. He stalled, remembering a

souvenir from his travels. Someone had given him his name scratched on a piece of stone in

ancient Mayan using the symbol designating respect. “I think it’s a… name.” He wracked his

brains and saw again the glowing computer screen where Armando had emailed him

information about the legendary city he hoped to find. “I think it says… Xibalba.”Tom snorted.

“City of the dead. Great.”They kept going, traveling in silence and awe, occasionally running

their fingers over the walls to really confirm that they were, in fact, going into Xibalba. Sam

hadn’t expected it to be so easy. He reminded himself to keep alert, thinking where are all

those tests and trials? He’d just opened his mouth and said, “We should have run into

something by now—”He was cut off by a horrendous crashing sound which echoed in the

corridor, deafening him.“Tom!”Tom said, “It’s all right. I’m fine but check this out.”Sam swung his

beam around to see his friend standing in front of him holding a long, chalky white bone.

Probably a femur. “There are skeletons everywhere.”Sam moved the light.It was true. The

ground was littered with bones.The skeletons neatly sat, facing each other, smiling with their

dead skulls and dead teeth as if they were expecting visitors. Some of them still had clothes on.

One wore the curved armor of a Spanish conquistador. Sam crouched down and brushed the

dust off. Beneath, it was still brilliantly shiny. Gold. Seated next to him, a skeleton wore a black

tunic that had probably been brown at some point, and a beautiful spotted fur across its

shoulders. Clearly, there had been a struggle as the Spaniards had tried to force their way in,

and the residents of Xibalba fought valiantly against the guns. Even more unnerving were the

bodies in the familiar wetsuits and SCUBA equipment that Tom and Sam now wore.Spears and



knives protruded from the suits, revealing how they had died.Sam’s mind raced to the obvious

and his gut clenched into knots. Booby traps. He’d watched Indiana Jones like everyone else,

just as he’d heard the legends – iron spears, crushing walls, and giant axes.He wiped his

hands on his pants, hurrying forward. “This is gruesome.”He’d reached the end of the hall,

watching his step and trying to keep within Tom’s footprints, thanking the gods for the centuries

that had robbed Xibalba of its deadly intent.A whir was the only warning he had before a knife

flew through the air and bounced off the hard cave wall opposite, right between them. So close,

it nicked his face.He touched the blood with a mix of relief and terror. “That was close.”Tom

said, “Too close.”They hurried on, extra careful.It wasn’t long before they entered a large

cavern, much like the underwater caverns at the caves, but completely dry. In the middle, a

huge door made of stone sat expectantly. It peaked at least four heads taller than Sam.Sam

looked at Tom who was scanning the setting with a practiced military engineer’s eye. “What do

you think?”Tom shrugged. “Nothing obvious, but…”He eased forward before Sam could stop

him and walked right up to the door and inspected it closely.Sam fought to keep his heart in his

chest, half expecting the floor to sink and the walls to slide forward to crush them both.Tom

turned around with a grin. “Looks like someone’s beat us to it.” He reached forward and pushed

it open with some effort. “Not even locked.”The door led to another opening. It was as empty as

the first chamber except now a pedestal lay broken on its side, the intricate granite shattered

and crushed. Either it was deliberate or someone had been rushed to take whatever was there,

off it. Or they had been… deterred. By something.Sam and Tom rushed forward, both fighting a

growing feeling of foreboding. In the back of his mind, Sam reminded himself that they still had

to return. They always had to return. If they made it to the inner sanctum, whatever secrets

Xibalba had to share, she still had to let them leave…Another door. This time, while it was the

same height, it was round and made of a black stone. The darkness seemed to suck in all the

flashlight’s luminescence. Tom knocked on it. “Obsidian.”Sam’s eyes narrowed. His heart picked

up its tempo. “You’re kidding me.”“Afraid not.”“To my knowledge, the Mayans never worked with

obsidian and if they had, it’s highly unlikely they would have developed the masonry and

lapidary skills required to achieve the level of craftsmanship necessary to construct this door’s

delicate features out of obsidian. You know what this means, don’t you?”Obsidian, in general,

fragmented or shattered when people tried to work with it. Even using modern lapidary

technique, it was a difficult stone to work with and almost impossible to shape. There was only

one group of people they’d ever heard of who’d appeared to have harnessed a near-mythical

affinity with the stone. Tom’s eyes narrowed. “The Master Builders were involved in the

development of Xibalba?”Sam expelled a prolonged breath of air. “It would appear so.”“Any

idea where this door is going to lead us?”“If what Armando tells us about Xibalba is correct, it

should lead to the underworld of the dead.” Sam grinned. “Or it leads to a Master Builder

temple? And what better way for the Master Builders to ensure their temple remained hidden

throughout the ages than to wrap it in a shroud of myth and legend and relating it to a city

guarding the underworld?”Tom nodded. “I guess there’s only one way to find out.”Sam

suppressed a small grin. “After you.”Tom shrugged and tried to turn the ornate golden handle

on the door’s edge, to the right. He shook his head, glancing back the way they’d come. “This

one’s locked.”“Any ideas on how to open it?”“We could take a ton of C4 and shatter the entire

thing, but chances are we’ll get stabbed by obsidian shards or the entire cave system will fall

down upon us. Probably both.” Tom shook his head. “We could…”But Sam had stopped

hearing him. Instead, his eyes focused on the pattern etched into the doorknob. It was the

same pattern that sprawled across the door in a series of spirals forming a maze, or the

intricate pathways of a secret map.
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